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Forword
Twenty-five years old. Sandy, my how you have grown.
When I was a senior in high school, the UMF Creative Writing Program
sent me lots of goodies in the post to tempt me westward to Farmington:
course catalogues; descriptions of the faculty’s prestige; why UMF “just
made sense.” What lured me most were the copies of the Sandy River
Review sent to me.
I was smitten by the journal. The student work both intimidated and
inspired me. The beauty of its package, the professionalism of its binding
and layout impressed me. I read cover-to-cover the three issues the
program sent to me, all the while thinking, Oh man. I want to be a part of
this. If I could get something in here, I think I’d just die.
I suppose, as a nearly-graduated twenty-one-year-old heading further
westward than I’d ever imagined to start work on my MFA in the fall, I
should be a little bit more jaded. But, the truth is, I’m not. I love this
journal. I’m proud that I’ve been able to serve as assistant editor and
then editor-in-full for the past two semesters. Sometimes I wonder how
the hell I got the job with so many talented writers on this campus. I’m
incredibly lucky.
I set out to create the most beautiful Sandy I possibly could. I fiercely
admire each piece of writing that’s included (yes, even my own). I’ve
published this writing not to fill the pages, not to get this thing put
together so I can get my grade and get the heck out of here. I’ve chosen
these stories, essays, and poems because I want everyone to read them.
This is downright gorgeous writing and it needs to be read by you and
your mother. Go on—give a copy to your mother.
This is the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary issue of the Sandy River Review. Taking
a cue from the Twentieth Anniversary edition’s “Poetry Retrospective,”
I’ve included a “Prose Retrospective,” reprinting exactly as they originally
appeared, preserving the grammar flaws and typos, one short story and
one nonfiction essay from issues past: “Brautigan Ice Cream” by Matthew

Campbell and “One in Twenty-Five” by Araminta Matthews. “Brautigan
Ice Cream” was the 1994 recipient of the Sandy River Award for Literary
Excellence. Patrick Bagley, that edition’s bestowing-editor, gave me
a brief history of the Award, which I had never heard of. It started in
the early issues of the Sandy, and Patrick meant to resurrect it, planning
to give a prize of fifty dollars to its recipient. Apparently, departmental
funds cannot be used in such a way. Regardless, I think the award should
return, with or without cash involved.
Thank you to the folks at Alice James Books for the resources essential
in the construction of this journal as well as the insight and patience for
my silly questions throughout the semester. Thank you to Pat O’Donnell,
who not only served as a copy editor, but also as an invaluable professor
and advisor to me over the past four years. Thank you to Shari Witham
for her help in gathering submissions and for her enthusiasm for the
Sandy. And thank you, most of all, to Bianca Garber, my assistant editor
who miraculously understands my ridiculous humor and who, like me,
takes writing seriously, but never herself as such. Bianca, I’m feeling
nomadic and I have a whole bag of roast beef for you—now go make a
stellar Spring issue.
I’m not good with the big picture, with standing back and figuring out
the theme of the issue. If there is a thread that has laced its way through
each piece, it’s beauty. The writing that is in here is present because it is
lovely. What else could you want?
So read it.
don’t you?

Cover-to-cover.

Signing Off,
Kate “Glamour Girl” Russell
Editor

And submit something this semester, why

SWORDFIGHT
Mark Rice

Mitchell stood wide and, after unzipping his fly tooth by metal
tooth, his jeans fallen at his ankles and Batman briefs exposed,
created his first wave of quiet urine, letting the liquid slide down the
inside of the bowl and foaming into the water like he was pouring a
beer down a thick, tilted glass. His muffled birthday party hummed
into his ears with sounds of footsteps and running and a turnedon TV, but when the door behind him opened, everything seemed
violently loud.
When he twisted his body towards the door, Mitchell’s urine ran
across rims and puddled onto the floor. “Get outa here,” he said
and turned his attention back to the toilet. “Andrew!”
Both came in, Mitchell’s brother and his cousin who was holding
a purple balloon between his right elbow and his twelve-year-old
body.
“Mitch,” Andrew said. “Wanna have a swordfight?”
“Mitchell,” Jack said. “Happy birthday, Mitchell.”
Andrew was already peeing next to his brother, from the left side
of the bowl, when he said, “Last one to finish loses the swordfight.”
The older brother’s ribbon of urine attacked, cut across and into
Mitchell’s with the deep masculine sounds of liquid falling into
liquid.
“You started after me,” Mitchell said and looked at his stream as
if to protect it while Andrew’s darker orange painted violent clouds
into the toilet.
Andrew was talking to Jack about the fourth grade as if he was
a part of it, but there were still two more weeks of third grade left
until the summer started.
“Fourth grade is like third grade only you have recess at twelve
thirty.”
“I’ve got two recesses,” Jack said.
“Yeah,” Andrew said. “But Mrs. Sherman lets us have recess
outside even when it’s snowing.”
Jack was now rubbing the purple balloon from the party into
Mitchell’s hair. The purple balloon seemed to be an artifact, a
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reminder of how distant the party was, now humming again, while
Jack locked the door and Mitchell tried to shake the balloon out of
his hair and shake the last drops of urine from his penis.
“I win,” Andrew said and knocked the purple balloon out of
Mitchell and into the space of the room.
Jack had a pack of matches in his hands, the ones used to light
Mitchell’s birthday candles. He had trouble ripping a single match
from the paper, fold-over package before he pulled out a cigarette
from his back pocket. “My mom had a whole pack on top of the
microwave this morning.”
It was a Benson and Hedges, skinny and longer than Mitchell
would have imagined.
The cigarette smoke moved through the air more slowly than
the purple balloon, which was now almost touching the windowsill
and then, maybe, the floor.
Mitchell put his hands in his pockets. Andrew turned the ceiling
fan on. Jack lit the cigarette. But he was holding the cigarette in
front of him, not to his mouth. The paper burned more quickly
than the insides and something floated to the floor.
“He can’t have any,” Andrew said to Jack. “Too young.”
“Yeah,” Jack said.
And the smoke cramped and expanded through the air before
it became the air and the room seemed dusty except for, maybe,
the space inside the purple balloon which Mitchell forgot to kick
but Jack didn’t. It jumped up then, moving between the two older
boys’ heads, moving between smoke molecules and air molecules
which rotated to fill in the changing space that the purple balloon
left behind.
Mitchell said nothing. He watched the balloon hit the ceiling
from Jack’s kick and fall slowly back towards Andrew’s head. Andrew
almost coughed again but still held the cigarette near his face. He
moved the smoke into his mouth with the suction his tongue made
as it rolled back and touched the end of his hard palate. It stayed
inside him because of his closed lips. Andrew breathed through his
nose.
And when Jack took the cigarette out of Andrew’s hand, the
balloon from the ceiling bounced between their foreheads, Jack and
then Andrew, and onto the tip of the cigarette. The balloon popped
2

almost before it hit, but its purple stayed in the air. Mitchell saw
it. The purple reflected off of the older boys’ chins and faces. It
was still in the mirror. But mostly, it was burning on the tip of the
cigarette which Jack threw in the unflushed toilet.
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LANDMARKS, MILE MARKERS

Emily Wittenhagen

A weekend for bread and soup,
The decorative sun lies brightly of warmth,
My ears aching and the dog with a wishful heart
Pulling me around street corners,
The side roads lined with Christmas trees—
Corridors of rubbishy green farewells,
Of pines like people waiting at taxi stands.
From Caroline Drive the sky stretches out in
Pink and beige, and the snow has melted some,
Baring grass flat like Midwest plain fields in
These neighborhoods I’ve seen a hundred times
With some houses I think I’ve never looked at once.
When I walk these roads with my mother,
She points out the colors of house-paint she likes best—
Canary yellow, eggplant—and tells me which houses
Belong to patients of the doctor, her boss,
And which ones have dogs, and which ones
The best gardens, of no use now with
The perennials waiting beneath the frost and hard soil
Like romance in the bed of an old marriage.
On the hill, he and I pass
The statue of Mary,
The parochial school
And the old onion farmhouse.
“Ace, I’m freezing,” I say—“Let’s go home.”
The middle of Otis Street empty
And then, the both of us running.

4

BOOKENDS

Emily Wittenhagen

1
Hugging in my bedroom where we used to be two different people.
2
There was a whole family laughing at a television show next door.
Our side was quiet by comparison; there was water running through the pipes
I think.
3
Isn’t it funny we couldn’t say a word like “always” until it was all over?
4
You said, “I don’t know enough people who hug anymore.”
5
I said, “Well.” And “I love you” to mean “thanks.” A pile of clean clothes.
A photograph of my Great Aunt at my age. The unexpected simplicity.
4
We’d forbidden it, fearing ourselves at seventeen, our back-of-cars eagerness
the color and price of six daffodils from an airport vender.
4½
Like an American flag in the early 60’s the way we loved for the first time,
as if we deserved bronze medals the way our legs draped.
5
I was with S., you were with her. For the tastes of promises,
6
a moving picture camera rolled somewhere at all times.
7
It was cut-off jeans weather. I was with S., you were with her.
8
Right now the kind of satisfaction like a bright March day, a short road trip
home from the party and a snack from the gas station will do.
9
As long as.
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10
Honesty. Floor beams.
11
The song playing is one we all knew the words to, years ago. We pass the lakes.
They shine, remind us to talk of summer.
12
C. makes me a bracelet from a bottle cap. You agree you are both afraid of girls.
13
What a strange month it’s been. I’ve gone back to dirty blonds after all these years,
but they’re as skinny as me for once. The unexpected complexity.
14
Forward, not like racquetball, but something like reckless chess.
15
I remind myself of someone I never knew and
lately, everything comes as a surprise, but only days after happening.
16
I summarize. I open the refrigerator door and for a long time forget
to look inside, then close it. Same with the cabinets.
17
You nod, taking my skeletons like small packages wrapped in brown paper.
I cry a little bit, like always.
18
We are holding an umbrella or a newspaper section overhead
and that way stay old friends, sitting on our park bench.
19
As long as.
20
We say so. Say so.
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STRONG ONES
James E. Doucette
Mom glides calm most of the time, and I like to watch her more
than I like watching Carl and or Dad. She barely makes ripples: she’s
silent and she’s elegant. I can’t imagine her any other way, really.
‘Cause when she holds her neck up--her deep red eyes looking all
across the lake like she does, one west, one east, watching for boats,
or summer swimmers, or something bigger that could snatch Carl
or me up—I feel safe, and she tells us we’re safe, and I believe it and
feel it.
It’s Carl who doesn’t know what’s good for him. Like the other
day, Mom’s down in the belly of the lake searching out pickerel, or
perch, or sunfish for us. She’s always thinking for us or doing for us.
She knows the lake real good, knows the mucky murky parts where
the leeches and moldering leaves are, knows the rocky parts and the
sandy parts and how to scare the baby fish nearly down her gullet
without hardly trying. And she’s been gone for maybe ten minutes
when Carl starts his belly-aching.
“Where is she, Austin? Where is she, I’m hungry. Dad!”
He’s such a fledgling, a little whiner, always riding around on
Dad’s back; I don’t know how Dad puts up with it. I’d dump him,
see if he actually can swim. He’s still all downy, brown and fuzzy
and all young looking. But not me, I got some real feathers last
week. They’re dark and coming in darker all the time. Mom says I
look handsome. But Mom’s amazing, ‘cause when she did come up,
and Carl stopped his crying-game, Mom had not one sunfish, but
two, and they weren’t small ones, either. They were both full-size
males with the biggest, orangest bellies, and those are the ones that
taste the best, especially when Mom mouths them up for us. And
sometimes when she gives them to us, like this time, the fishes are a
little warm, from her belly and throat, and that’s how I like it best.
It’s hard to believe we’re even brothers, Carl and me. None of
the other birds think we’re even related and I don’t blame them,
and I don’t bother correcting them. He’s such a tagalong too, but I
do love him anyway. I do, ‘cause he can be alright when he’s quiet,
or just bobbing there. He’s pretty tolerable, doesn’t really do much
at all except float there. Harmless enough, I guess. But his appetite,
Sandy River Review
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jeez! I mean it’s not like just treading water is tough for him--it can’t
be--but he’s always hungry and always eating or sending Mom down
for more. She says she doesn’t mind, but she looks worn sometimes
when she comes up, the water beading on her black feathers. She’ll
be out past sunset some nights getting him a snack before we nest
down. She gets weary. I know Dad notices, too.
Mom’s started teaching me how to fish for myself, but not Carl.
I say, “Ma, how come Carl’s not coming with us?” and she says
“Carl needs a little more time, he’s going to spend the morning with
your father in the cove.” And I say, “All right.” And then, “Am I
best?”
And she’s quiet for a moment, like she is when she’s listening
hard for a predator, or when she smells something on the wind.
And the sun is coming up over the hills and the lake is so smooth
that’s it looks like Mom and I are swimming on the sky. Not even the
water-skaters are up yet--it’s just me and her. And she says, “Austin,
baby, it’s not that you’re better than your brother, just that you’re
further along. You’re a little brighter, honey, a little quicker. Soon
you’ll know and you’ll understand.” She speaks the last few words
in a way that lets me know she’s done with the subject, but not angry
that I asked. Then she mentions how nice the reeds and water lilies
look. She’s right, I think.
We’re out all morning, and I even catch something, and even
though it’s just a crayfish from the shore, Mom says it counts. We
share it and she says it’s the best crayfish she’s ever had.
When I get a little tired on the way back -after she shows me how
to dive and how to keep air in my beak just so, so the water doesn’t
come in, and how to think tight, sleek thoughts to go fast, and how
never to watch the tail of the fish, but always its head instead, and
where its eyes are looking ‘cause that’s where it’s about to go She
tells me it’s all right to piggyback on her. She says I need to save my
energy and that there’s a big important day coming up for me soon,
and she’s making a small wake in the water as she kicks along with
me on her. She says soon I’ll know, or that maybe I already do, but
maybe I just think that it’s not good to think thoughts like those, but
that it will be okay and that it’s what’s called “intuition” or “instinct,”
that it’s supposed to happen and that’s how the strongest of us loons
keep on being strong, and being loons. She tells me that dad didn’t
8

have to be a strong one because he was born alone, but that he is
strong anyway. I tell her I’d like to be as strong as possible; she tells
me she was a strong one too, back on her lake.

A week from when Mom teaches me to catch fish, Carl starts
really getting on my nerves. I mean, he’s not doing anything
different. He’s even doing a little more, looking better, swimming
on his own, and his feathers are even coming in almost as fast as
mine. And I’m kind of happy for him, almost proud that he’s my
brother, but it kind of pisses me off. I mean, I just get angry, real
angry at him for no reason at all, the same reasons that I usually do
when he’s a pain-in-the-neck, but they really get into me now, really
make me think. Like whatever he’s doing, even the way he swims
makes me so mad sometimes. Like he was eating and not even done
with the fish’s head that Mom had ‘gurged-up for him, and he’s
asking Mom for more, and he wasn’t even done. And I just got this
urge, this hot feeling in the back of my neck, like I needed to peck
him right then and there, as if I had to let something in me free to
do it, like I wanted to feel his feathers in my beak and ripping out
one by one, but thinking it made me cringe, and I looked at Mom
and Mom was looking at me like she knew, or like she was expecting
something, or like maybe she wanted me to go get Carl another fish,
but she knows I’m not allowed to fish by myself, she and Mad made
the rule, and she was just looking at me, and by then I wasn’t so
upset with Carl anymore anyhow.
But then it comes back, once in a while, a burning right at the
base of my neck, I’m watching Carl, who’s getting to be an alright
diver, and it’s only been a week since he couldn’t at all, but he
never rides Dad like he used to. And I can’t stand the sight of him
anymore, just floating there.
That’s when Mom says maybe Carl and me had better go off on
our own fishing trip, without her or Dad, to see who comes back
with more.
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When I come back to our point of land, all I can see is the
silhouettes of the tall white pines and the rushes and the spiky and
limp grasses that grow close to the water’s edge. It’s nearly night
and I’m cold and want the nest bad, and I want something to eat to
get the bad taste from my beak that won’t go. I feel sick with that
taste and my head won’t quit ringing from all that noise he made.
Mom’s at the nest; she’s looking heavy and her feathers aren’t as
shiny, which might be because there’s not much of a moon yet, or it
might be something else, but she looks drab, and her eye, the one
I can see, looks straight at me, and she smiles so slightly with that
dull eye. And I tell her, “I didn’t get any fish, Mom.” And she says,
“I know, you weren’t supposed to. You did what you were supposed
to. It’s alright. It’s your instinct, baby. You are my strong young boy,
Austin. You are my strong one.”
And she starts to clean me up a little bit. I’ve got down all over
me still, his and mine, but my neck feels like it’s going to heal, and
she keep calling me her strong one. When Dad comes over, he asks
where Carl is and Mom tells him not to ask stupid questions. “We’ll
find him tomorrow,” she says.

We find Carl early the next day. He’s floating upside-down with
his neck slack,, like an anchor that doesn’t reach any bottom. You
wouldn’t notice anything was different with him really, I mean, he’s
just bobbing there, only upside-down, and his feathers waterlogged
instead of not. Dad rights him and lets Carl’s limp shape rest against
his bigger, darker body. All Dad says is, “There was enough for two,
Cathy. You encouraged this, didn’t you? Damn it, Cathy, he didn’t
have to.” But he’s seems more disappointed than angry. Mom
doesn’t even look at Carl, and asks Dad if Dad’s done. My dad looks
Carl over one more time and lets Carl’s body slide off him and back
into the lapping water, and he gently rolls back to his upside-down
position. I get a smell of Carl and realize the smell is the same as the
flavor in my beak.
When I look back, I see him, or what used to be him, getting
closer to the spill-over. And when I go to ask Mom a question, before
I even ask it, she just tells me, “Instinct Austin, it’s what makes us
10

loons and it’s what makes us strong.” But I’m not sure she’s right.
She’s moving quick now, almost uneasy. I trail her and Dad at a
distance behind. I watch her shabby feathers and ride over her
uneven ripples.
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CHRISTOPHER THE STRANGE
Andrea Bechen
I
Robert J. Smith:
He wasn’t much different from
all of us, with our sun-earned freckles
and dirty knees with the bandaids
we kept on even after our baths.
II
Bobby Smith, age 11:
Christopher came in January.
He sat alone in the caf and ate
the same thing every day: an apple,
a peanut butter sandwich, and a
juicebox. He was really smart,
and Ms. Peters liked him best because
he could answer all the questions about
birds and plus signs. So we didn’t
like him. Every Wednesday we
stole his paperbag lunchsack
and hucked it like a football into the woods
at morning recess. We liked to make
him starve.
III
Bobby Smith, age 11:
In April his stupid volcano made
of wheat bread fizzed up with vinegar
and baking soda, which eventually
made the bread dissolve. Ms. Peters
gave him an A+ and he got to go
to the school science fair in
the gym and miss half a day
of classes.
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My potato lightbulb didn’t work
and I got a C so I left a walnut
of chewing gum on his chair
while he was out winning the science
fair.
IV
Bobby Smith, age 11:
One afternoon he was sitting
on his front lawn underneath a tree
with his family dog – a really weird old
golden retriever who let all the kids
ride him like a horse – sitting
leashed to his side, panting and whining
in the sunlight, while Christopher sat
with his knees folded up to his chin
and his eyes squinted shut.
At first I wasn’t sure what he was doing,
so I took extra care in watering every
plant on the porch five or six times.
My mother would be angry if I drowned
her plants, but I didn’t really care.
After a few minutes he stood up,
his shoulders slumping down like
my father’s when he had to go under
the four-foot ceiling in the cellar with
the flashlight to fix the fuses,
and started back across the lawn.
I yelled, “Hey, Christopher!
What were you trying to do just now?” and he
turned and slowly said, “I was trying to
make myself disappear…but I guess
I wasn’t thinking about it hard enough.”
Sandy River Review
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V
Bobby Smith, age 11:
Christopher the Strange! we’d yell
as he bicycled by, his awkward red hair
standing up like soldiers in a line.
Hey, Chrissy the Sissy! Tried disappearing today?
VI
Bobby Smith, age 11, 8/28/1976:
Right before school started,
Christopher the Strange’s father was taken out of
their house in handcuffs, and Christopher, too, flat
on his back under a sheet; one of his broken arms,
lashed with bleeding belt marks like the ugly basketwoven
placemats my mother put on the table,
dangled from underneath the sheet.
I stood on the sidewalk across the street,
my mother gripping my shoulder
with her fingernails.
VII
Bobby Smith, age 11:
The day after the neighborhood watched
Christopher the Strange’s wheely bed
get put into an ambulance without
flashing lights and sirens, when all the boys
and I gathered by the woods to go hunting for
squirrels with our BBs, and nobody could say anything,
I thought that maybe I understood what it felt like
to think very hard about being invisible
but to open your eyes and still have everyone
looking at you.
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BROKEN
Dani Leblanc
The curved shell
of a drinking glass
rocking back and forth
chiming “diditbreak? Diditbreak? Diditbreak? Diditbreak?”
softer and softer and softer and softer
after I knocked its
full form
off the counter
to counter the encounter
with my
elbow.
It fell and fell
and fell and fell
But it didn’t bleed
When my skin met its jagged parts
So pointed
I shouldn’t have touched it
But I did anyway
I touched it I touched it
To stop the chiming
The ringing and chiming
Of glass on wood floor
Of course, I whispered,
it broke.
			

Of course it broke.
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REMEMBER
Elizabeth Montville

I remember. I remember everything. I remember that leaf
that blew outside my window this morning, a solitary pilot on the
first breeze of the day, floating to find its fortune. I remember the
white sands of Florida and how they burned under my five-year-old
feet, and how soft it felt between my tiny toes, like walking across a
field of pillows. I remember how you picked me up and twirled me
around, giddy with laughter, and our old kitchen spun, dizzy and
out-of-control, with giddy laughter. “Daddy! I’m flying!” I shrieked
as I orbited you, grounded by your arms like gravity connecting
Earth to the sun.
I remember how much you hated my first boyfriend, because
he was older than me, and completely scared shitless of you, because
you were older than both of us combined. I remember your advice,
most of which I promptly discarded into the mental pile of “I
know better than he knows,” only to find out a week later that I
would’ve been better off filing it somewhere else (like in the “employ
immediately” bin). I remember your big hands, brown in the way
that not even the sun could manage- browned from work, and dirt,
and scars, and long days and long nights of more of the same. I
remember. I remember it all.
I remember every inch of the highway that spanned between
my city apartment and our front yard. I remember the tolls, the
signs, the ravens that perched on the sides of the road in the spring,
hoping for a McDonald’s wrapper to fly from a passing minivan
into their beaks. I remember coming home from college, dozens of
coffee cups littering my passenger side floor, and four paper towel
rolls tucked under the front seat, just in case I needed to check the
oil. Getting home was always the same. I’d climb out of the car and
wobble up the driveway, legs tired from disuse. The dead plants in
the wicker baskets waved at me with brown fingers and slug-shaped
leaves on the porch. The dog barked and whined until I came into
clear view past the porch railing. Erick would pull the curtain back
from his window at the sound of the dog, and would race down the
stairs to hug me, forgetting just for a moment that he was a moody
16

teenager who wanted to be cool. You’d come down the stairs in your
big blue bathrobe that you wore whenever possible.
I remember living at home when I was a teenager. I remember
how hard you worked. You worked eight-to-five during the week,
installing pipes or fixing them. You crawled through hundreds of
houses, laying thousands of miles of pipes, twisting and patching
them, coaxing them and cursing them into carrying water to every
sink, toilet, and washing machine to be found. You knew the names
of every family in town, the condition of their house’s plumbing,
and some idiosyncrasy about them.
“I’m working with Amy on a biology project on Saturday,” I said
between mashed potato forkfuls. I was a sophomore in high school,
worrying about pimples and frog dissections.
“Amy? What’s her last name?” you asked me, and then glared
warningly at Erick, who looked ready to sling peas in my direction.
“Triolli,” I said.
“The Triolli’s that live up on Small Street?” you asked.
“Yeah, I think so. Her dad’s a psychologist.”
“I hate that basement. Their damn dog pisses on the carpets
by the washing machine. Just fixed a leak there a month ago, pipe
froze and exploded.” You looking me in the eye when you talked,
and I screwed up my face up into an expression of horror and
shock, because I respected you and the work you did. “Frozen pipe”
was a dirty phrase in our house. Mom grinned behind her napkin,
because she saw how horrified I was about the pipe. I remember
feeling like I was safer than other kids in school, because I knew you
loved her and she loved you from behind her napkin, and while
other kids only saw their dads on weekends, I’d never have that
happen to me.
I remember how you worked on your days off, when you were
supposed to be relaxing. Our basement was clean, big and echoing
and filled with tables, workbenches, tools, and a little area crowded
with laundry and the washer and drier. I remember sneaking
down the cellar stairs, just five steps down, low enough to peek in
and watch you work without being seen. You had your benches
filled with drawings, templates, tools, and most importantly, glass.
I remember the glass because you had millions of colors in bins,
sheets of beautiful stained glass waiting to be chosen and cut to fit
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one of your designs. I watched you, hunched over your work bench,
tracing the outline of a bird onto white glass and then cutting it,
making that scraping noise like skates on the pond at Christmas
time. I remember what would happen once you finished one. You’d
find Mom the next morning, and you’d show her how the light
shined through it. She always said the same thing.
“Peter, it’s beautiful.”
“You like it?”
“Yes! Let’s put it up somewhere where it’ll catch the light.”
Our house was like a cathedral; every window had at least one
of your designs catching the sun and throwing its colors into the
rooms. I remember waking up one morning and finding a heron
in a marsh field hanging in my window. The sun glittered off the
aquamarine and opal glass, casting their colors onto my blanket to
dance over my covered knees and legs. I was eleven. I took it to
college many years later, and put it in my apartment kitchen, where
it would shine the brightest.
Do you remember when I came home after a year of living on
my own? I’d moved closer to the fast pace of the city, where people
everywhere were alive and busy, constantly moving. I brought home
Tony, and you shook hands with him and smiled broadly, as if he
were one of your old fishing buddies. Tony and I sat out on the
old porch with the dead plants in the wicker baskets. We perched
on the railing and watched the sky as the stars started poking their
heads up, one by one in the falling darkness. You came outside
to wish me goodnight, and stared at Tony like you’d never seen
him before. I reminded you who he was, and you laughed and said
Mom was working you too hard. Tony gave me a sideways look like
I’d hidden something from him, and my back was stiff when he
wrapped his arm around my shoulder. He looked at me as if saying,
without words, that you were crazy, or senile, and I knew you were
perfectly fine. My face flushed at Tony’s unsaid assumptions; he had
suddenly become ignorant and judgmental. I stayed angry with him
for about ten minutes, about as long as it took for the rest of the stars
to shine through.
We wrapped ourselves up in the nighttime, soaked in the dark
heaviness of it, and wandered back inside to wrap ourselves up
in each other, tangled in tongues, arms, and legs. We were quiet,
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padding softly through the halls with one finger to our lips and
the rest intertwined, because we knew you and Mom were upstairs
and Erick was down the hall. I remember the thrill of the electricity
running through my skin while the panic and fear of being discovered
made my eyes wide and my ears overly cautious as I pulled Tony
through the house to my bedroom.
The next morning, as we were eating breakfast and glowing
from the invisible connection we had made, you reminded me to
check my oil, and read the morning paper with your coffee, cream
no sugar.
I came home a few months after Tony’s visit, by myself this time.
Mom was at the store, and the dog nearly peed on the floor when he
saw me. You came downstairs, and looked at me. I remember your
face, confused, a little frightened, unsure. The newspaper was tucked
into the pocket of your blue bathrobe. You didn’t remember me. I
couldn’t understand, thought it was the shadows of the doorway,
cried out and said, “Dad, Dad, it’s me! It’s me Allie!”
You stumbled, and I rushed forward to help you up, and you
said, “Hello Allie, how’s that car of yours running?” You remembered
me, but I still remember that look you gave me, like a little kid who
wants to run away, and it haunted me.
It happened again. And again. You’d forget little things, like
the times of your favorite TV shows, or what day of the week it
was. Twice you forgot how to get home from the end of the street
while walking the dog; a neighbor brought you home and Mom
thanked them and answered their unspoken questions with baked
goods bartered to keep her pride. Months passed. More frequently
you wouldn’t know who I was, but maybe that’s because I found
myself driving home more often. Sometimes it wouldn’t happen
at all. It’d be like always, the blue bathrobe and the frantic dog. I
noticed it happening more frequently when Mom wasn’t home, so I
tried to call ahead of time to see if she was there. I was working for
a newspaper at the time. I remember stacks of articles that needed
copyediting, and emails and voicemails threatening to drown me
with their squawking, demanding my attention, but my mind was
frozen at that point between your scared eyes, your big brown
hands looking helpless, like they’d forgotten how to do anything but
hold onto the railing and clutch at the newspaper in your pocket. I
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remember steamrolling through work, getting things done in half
the time, so I could drive back home and see you.
I remember getting back to my apartment and hearing the
message Mom left while I’d been working, her voice choking out the
words “Allie, come home,” over my answering machine. I swallowed
my heart and flew down the highway, past the ravens and the signs
and the litter, driving straight through the tolls without paying.
The dog was lying on the top of the stairs, head cradled on its front
paws. When I opened the door, it raised its head and looked at me,
sad and dejected, whined once and put its head back down, staring
past my shoulder into the driveway beyond the door. Mom’s eyes
were red and swollen, and she was flicking a pen nervously like a
cigarette, though she’d quit ten years before. I asked her what had
happened, and she said you were in the hospital. You have always
hated hospitals. We piled into the car to go see you, leaving the dog
forlorn at the top of the stairs.
A doctor trapped my mother before we got to your room,
slinging words at her like mixed dementia, neural passages, stroke,
catapulting them at her ears. Erick and I snuck past them into the
room. We pushed aside the giant blue shower curtain meant to give
you privacy and I tried not to cry seeing the machines and you there
in that bed, pale as the sheet covering you, with the blue bathrobe
draped across the chair beside it. The room was full of gender
neutral pastels and the walls had posters advising us, “no smoking”
and religious pamphlets to help with pain. I remember the blonde
woman’s smile in the pamphlet, grinning as she stared at the crucifix
and hugged a bible close to her chest. You said nothing. You didn’t
know me. You didn’t know Erick; you didn’t know Mom. I put a
stained glass blue jay on the window, and watched you sleep for an
hour while the colors flitted over your feet.
Mom cried that night in the shower for 40 minutes. I remember
her yelling at me for taking too long in the shower when I was a
teenager. I never could figure out how she got in and out in five
minutes. That night, she broke my longest shower time ever,
because she didn’t want us to know, even though we knew. I went
back to my city and my apartment and my answering machine, but
my visits were regular now. I came home at least once a week. I
started thinking about moving closer to home.
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I came home last week and found you there, in your robe,
newspaper in the pocket. The dog knocked my suitcase right out of
my hand, spilling my clothes all over the front step. You smiled at
me and started to help me pick up my clothes, but then you left and
went to stare out the front window, gazing to the left of the stainedglass woman in the green dress that you’d made when I was fifteen.
I sat across from you and looked you in the eye.
You turned away and said, “I don’t know why, but I like that
woman there. She seems happy.” The green woman still danced for
you, even though you didn’t remember why she was there.
I patted your hand and left to find the box of tissues in the
bathroom. Mom keeps it filled; she’s found lots of ways of staying
busy. She says it helps. I come back once a week now. I want to
see you, not the quiet man that sits in your chair and wears your
bathrobe and your face and doesn’t know who I am; I want to see
you. I want you to remember.
The house is almost always silent now. I sit in front of you and
you stare for hours at a time out the front window towards the trees.
I remember you looking like that when you’d lost a tool or a phone
number. The expression never leaves now, you’re always looking. I
remember when you couldn’t sit still for more than a minute.
“Where’s… where’s that one… who is he?” I supply you with
Erick’s name, even though you still don’t look sure. I don’t have the
heart to tell you that Erick’s replaced home with a lip ring, a crappy
flat, and a girl name Charlene with a tattoo of the yin and the yang
between her breasts. To Erick, the noise of the slums and heavy
metal was better than the silence; he remembered home as a place
where people laughed and swore about taxes.
“He’s working, Dad,” I lied, and hated myself for it. You have
never lied to me. I left you by the window. I headed down the
basement stairs, and perched five steps down, far enough that I
could see the workbench. Slowly, I went down the rest of the way,
careful not to trip on the laundry baskets or to bump into the poles
interspersed throughout the basement like concrete tree trunks
strung with clothesline. I made my way to your workbench, stubbing
my toe on one of the glass bins. My eyes welled up a little from the
pain. Your sketchpad was open on the workbench, like you’d put it
down a moment before, but the dust told the story differently. The
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top sketch was finished, and so was the glass painting beside it. I
picked it up gently and held it up to the light. Colors suddenly came
to life: sapphires, rubies, emeralds, magentas, apricots, opals—a
thousand kinds of fire burning over my face. My eyes welled up
again, blinding me until all I could see was color. Two peach ovals
with protective arms around two smaller ovals, with a black mass
curled at the bottom of an oval frame. It was us. You had made a glass
painting of the whole family, even the dog. It had been finished for
months; now you didn’t remember the basement existed. I lowered
it down to the bench slowly, and went back to the fifth stair.
I remember you pushing me and Erick on the swings by the
old church playground. I remember watching Looney Tunes on
Saturday mornings in my pajamas, and you laughing raucously
at the antics of Bugs Bunny. I remember when Erick crashed his
car and you went and got him, and never yelled once. I remember
catching you and Mom dancing in the front hallway, like they do
in old movies, twirling one another around slowly and quietly,
sharing the kind of bond I still haven’t found with another person. I
remember everything. I remember it all. I remember you.
But you don’t remember me. You don’t remember how Mom
ran around the kitchen every morning, making you coffee before
you went to work. You don’t remember that you’re supposed to
fight with Erick, because he’s younger and misses the attention of
being a baby. You don’t remember that Erick’s not even there. You
don’t remember that you’re supposed to remind me at least once
an hour that I need to change my oil. You don’t remember how to
smile quietly as you hold up a glass painting for the first time. You
don’t remember the hundreds of people that know you in town. You
don’t remember to hum jazz tunes and twirl Mom around outside
of the bathroom. You don’t remember who you are, or why you’re
here. You don’t remember. You don’t remember.
I can’t forget.
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LOYALTY
Danielle Lemoi
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A BEER IN THE BOOK
BASEMENT
Christopher Clark

I would love to see you and listen to the No Flashlight and Cave Days songs
all night, but I don’t think there’s any parking near your room, and maybe
we could meet at the thing but I don’t know my way around Cambridge and
no, I do not know where the Brazilian Cultural Center is and if I have to park
in Revere and can’t get back to my car when I need to; I absolutely would not
know what to do, and also, if I were to go anywhere I would probably need
to head east and see my sister because I think she’s become a baby tiger
who wears red nail polish and eats young men and that would be
amazing to see, and also, your bed in particular can ruin me, especially with
the autumn open window sirens and rain and all the forgetting-my-own-name
business, but mostly, I thought last week that it would be perfect to go on a
bender for 7 or 8 days, hide out in small rooms and play the piano as loudly
as the sun sets, or make whale songs on the baby tuba I found, and move slowly
through the leaves, fallen flames, wet and stuck everywhere, and I forgot to
write poems, forgot to write papers, forgot to love the homely skies, and hold
the smoke in longer and slower under the alpine ceilings, and did you know
I can drink a beer in the book basement of the library while reading Campbell
McGrath and Frank O’Hara curled at a cubby with my black backpack, or
downtown I can have gin, and join a band with two girls while I admit, yes,
my friend and I accidentally broke in and set the alarm off the other afternoon,
or maybe malt liquor while I make salad and black bearded Kenny tells me
very queer secrets, and I like cider at the river where Mark, in his red beard,
says he can move the waters and I mostly want to go swimming, but also, I’d like
to put my arm around this girl sitting quietly near the precipice, and I can put more
beers in my belly than most people I know then go to a construction site or end up
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on a rooftop in the middle of the night with my brother, handsome and warm; and
about the tiny oak, he says trees only live to reproduce, this one will never
have children, and that is vulgar and I say, you keep talking about acorns
falling all around you in the afternoon like broken-hearted comets; I will
slide off this roof, find a hatchet, and with sore ankles, cut down that eunuch tree.
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SWEETNESS, IN FOUR PARTS
Christopher Clark

01, The porch is a few feet off the ground, and that’s where I was laying, a
little bit asleep, while you
were tacking up lattice and your head was very close to my head and I would
open my eyes every few minutes to stay awake and to follow the criss-cross
shadows moving over me as softly as your voice, and I was thinking, if we
were ever kidnapped by a black guy and a white woman (the opposite of us)
we should find a way to live at sea and never get any older.

02, I’ve got a film in the art gallery this weekend and you’re in it, so you
should come up. Remember waiting for the t, the week your grandmother
died, the week we went out for dinner in the rain and my socks got so
wet? It was when thinking about sex made me sick and I was wearing
lots of shirts and I tried to pull myself into the back seat, throwing up water
and snot when I was alone in a parking lot, and later I tried to be so honest
with you, but you only thought about your grandmother. You look
beautiful anyway, I slowed it down a lot, so you turn very quietly, look
down the train’s abyss, and follow it with your jaw towards us until I put
the camera away, and we find that old Asian man asleep in a sweater.

03, This week I’m ruined by your song though. Mostly while I wash dishes
and the steam sticks to the inside of the dark window, and there’s a light above
my head while my hair grows back, while my mouth is burned by green tea.
And my hands can be soft, sometimes.
It was your song again, this morning, after I stayed up all night and saw the
sun rise around the quiet, quiet, quiet and dry trees.
It’s the way, after smoking a cigarette, my hands smell like green beans, so I put
my hand on my nose and mouth and think about the way you and your roommate
say clavicle and talk about spider webs in each other’s beds in Portland, Oregon.
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04, I’m not startled by dogs that run up to me outside at night,
actually I touch their faces and talk to them in a stupid voice while
they only look at me for a few seconds,
nor am I startled by loud sounds, (rewiring electronics, piano and
theremin loops delayed through amplifiers, and what keeps falling every
night in the kitchen?)
When I invite the neighbor over for vegetarian meatballs and we
play lady-and-the-tramp with very short noodles, I am not startled
when her sock touches my bare foot and for two seconds
it could be a mouse or a wounded bat but I don’t move, at all,
and I’m not startled by the sound of cum hitting a paper plate resting
on top of a trash can; a ruined-in-the-bathroom love drum.
But when I’m on the floor, naked and wrapped up in my blanket, and I
say “Hey ghost, where did you go? You were here all summer and I’m
still alone. What is your name, anyway? You were an old woman
when you died, I can tell. I’d take you to a French film if I knew
you, I’d walk with you in the woods if you weren’t always sleepy and
you liked kissing,” you should answer me, because even though I’m
not always alone in my bed, I know that you open the door.
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ZIPPER TROUBLE
Aaron Flye

Jon Brower Minnoch is, to date, the heaviest person in medical
history. In 1978 it took twelve Seattle firefighters to get Jon out of
his home, onto a ferry boat and to the hospital, where he weighed in
at an ounce or so under 1,400 pounds. If we could go back in time,
before Jon’s, um, untimely death in 1983 at the age of forty-two, and
convince him to run the Boston Marathon, he might experience a
freefall to fatigue similar to me walking through the security uprights
of a clothing store. Sorry, that might be a bit hyperbolic. Jon might
surprise everyone and make it a couple miles.
Fifteen minutes into an expedition for new pants I become the
most socially awkward customer in the store. My eyes start to droop,
my knuckles get closer and closer to dragging along the floor, my
gait grows unsteady, my sentences become disjointed and my words
begin to slur. I look at people asking me if I need help finding
anything like a dog being told repeatedly to heel and yet hesitantly
walking forward. The dog’s ears might be lowered slightly, and it
knows there’s something the master wants, but delivery is just out
of reach. Spectators can tell I’m listening by the way I orient my
head and ears to a clerk, but the vacuous quality of my eyes denotes
my lack of understanding. As an adult I must look inebriated,
but if I were a small child it might appear as though I needed to
be picked up and carried. Like the whiny kid at a grocery store
being thrown a free cookie, I need instant gratification to sharpen
my focus, lengthen my attention span, and replenish my browsing
verve. Sometimes, sometimes, I even make a find that makes the
trip seem worthwhile. It was a cool, breezy summer evening some
years back, wandering through the GAP in Augusta, Maine, that I
thought I had made such a discovery.
I don’t remember, in hindsight, what I was doing at the GAP
in the first place, but I have to believe my hand was forced or I’ll
have to edit out the bad joke I started with. It was approaching
the point where it would sound to a stranger like I had a slight
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speech impediment when I saw it: a light gray, thin cotton zip-up
sweatshirt-type thing with no hood. Regaining a semblance of my
former self, I slipped one on. It was a perfect fit. The report from
the mirror let me know that everything would be all right. As much
as I could be enamored with my own reflection, the sweatshirt made
it so. I can see myself about to smile as I reached down to zip it up,
the navy blue of the zipper nicely offset against the basic heather
gray, only to have my world come crashing down around me – the
zipper was on the left side. I looked around the GAP nervously.
Suddenly it seemed that all eyes were on me, zooming in on the
zipper, scrutinizing the zipper. My testicles receded a bit, as though
I had just seen a man get hit in the groin with a football. I casually
covered the zipper with my left hand and stopped the next clerk
that walked by, an attractive young blonde woman decked out in
GAP apparel from head to toe. Well, maybe the tortoise hair clip
and her shoes weren’t sold at the GAP, but the spearmint green
blouse, the white t-shirt underneath, the belt, light tan khakis and
socks probably were.
“Uh, excuse me,” I half-whispered. She was better looking up
close, courtesy of having left my glasses out in the car, and made me
wonder how looks factored into the GAP hiring process. Glancing
around the store when I first walked in, all of the young women
wearing nametags looked like they had stepped down from the
placards hung around the side dedicated to women’s clothing.
There seemed to be some sort of eugenics movement taking place
between the GAP, American Eagle, and Abercrombie and Fitch.
“Yes. Can I help you?”
“Yeah, um, I just had a question,” I said, barely raising my voice.
“This is the men’s side of the store, right?”
She hesitated for a moment. “Uhh, yes… this is the men’s
side.”
“Good,” I said. I felt better already. “Because I was just wondering
why this sweatshirt zips on the left.” I said “zips on the left” matching
the intonation of someone trying to broach an awkward subject, like
asking a convenience store clerk which aisle has the Preparation H,
or asking their friend at a party if the young tike ramming his head
into the wall is special.
The young woman furrowed her brow. “Zips on the left? Uh,
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I’m not sure.” She began looking about the room as if scanning for
an exit. “But we have the men’s clothing manager here this evening,
I’ll get him for you.”
“Thanks,” I said, feeling absurd. The young woman didn’t walk
away so much as back away. I felt emasculated, for some reason, as
though either my bathing suit had fallen down in front of a group
of giggling girls after stepping out of the ocean in November, or I
had just asked the young woman to explain to me how babies were
made.
As the men’s manager approached, I felt a little bolder. Surely
a man would understand my dilemma. “Hello, sir. What can I help
you with?”
“Hi. I was just wondering about this sweatshirt. I mean, it’s in
the men’s department, but,” I shrugged and gesticulated knowingly.
“It zips on the left.”
“Ohhh,” he said, and a very shrewd smile spread across his
face. The manager was far from an attractive man – perhaps the
eugenics movement was focused more on women and peons – but
as his face lit up with understanding I felt warm and at ease. “I
know what you mean.” His voice dropped slightly, becoming a
conspiratorial whisper. “When these sweatshirts came in I thought
they were labeled wrong. I was almost going to put them with the
women’s clothing until I called our regional manager. He told me
that there was no mistake. So, as far as I know, that’s a piece of
men’s clothing.”
“Okay, thank you very much,” I said.
We wished each other a good evening before he walked away. I
was left in front of the mirror again, scrutinizing the sweatshirt that
had seemed like the perfect find and yet was now somewhat tainted.
It fit well, it was comfortable, it was, dare I say, flattering? But there
was still a half-knot in the pit of my stomach, a foreboding presence
set against the sweatshirt’s purchase. Something still wasn’t right.
I mean, how does Indiana Jones know that if he takes one more
step, dozens of little poison darts are going to fly out of the walls?
He just feels it somehow. After some deliberation, I told myself that
I was being ridiculous and began to approach the registers. Don’t
be stupid, I thought. It’s a sweatshirt, it looks good on you, that’s all
people are going to notice. You’re a sensitive, progressive male who
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doesn’t need to be confined by the gender roles thrust upon articles
of clothing. It’s true. I’m still that progressive male undaunted by
meaninglessly gendered products. I eat Luna Bars – an energy bar
from the makers of Clif Bars – even though “the whole nutrition
bar for women” is emblazoned on the front of the package. I’m
pretty sure it’s just a marketing ploy; it’s not like Luna Bars have
estrogen in them. Still, as I came closer to the counter I imagined
an awkward run-in with a female acquaintance who was wearing the
same sweatshirt.
Nice sweatshirt, she would say, arching both eyebrows.
Uhh, uhhh, would be all I could stutter, as my sweatshirt castrated
me in front of onlookers, all of whom were very concerned about my
sexuality. Suddenly the sweatshirt in my hands made me feel like a
eunuch. Was it heavier than when I took it off the rack? What if
the regional manager was just masking his own insecurities, having
purchased the sweatshirt himself? After locking eyes with the cute
girl behind the only manned register, I felt I had made a non-verbal
commitment to purchase the sweatshirt. This poor girl is getting
her hopes up, thinking she’s about to make a sale. I wasn’t about
to dash her hopes. Rationalization? You bet. Unless you’re reading
this many years in the future, and GAP has started matching price
with Barney’s and Saks Fifth Avenue, then people at the GAP don’t
work on sales commissions.
Knowing that the zippers on women’s clothing are on the
opposite side from men’s is only a start. In order to own a sweatshirt,
a men’s sweatshirt, with a misplaced zipper, you need to have a ready
answer for the next beer-swilling, hunting, spitting, fellow man who
throws a sideways glance at you as you zip it up. In the first place,
why would the zipper be on the left side of women’s sweatshirts
and the right sight of men’s? Answers vary, but have the universal
undertone of good old-fashioned sexism.
In Victorian times, so the story goes, the well-to-do women of
society had maids that would button, tighten, tie or fasten all of their
clothing for them. So as not to confuse the poor servants, the button
placement was reversed so they could dress themselves before
moving on seamlessly to the lady of the house. Variations of this
explanation exist stateside, though the idea is the same. Rich women
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hire poor women to dress them, the poor women button their
own clothing one way, so the buttons on the rich women’s clothes
become a mirror image to make things less confusing. Another is
that women, being subservient, buttoned up their husbands clothes,
so their buttons and whatnot were moved to the left side, to once
again make things easier for their lesser minds to grapple with
(please read that sardonically). When zippers rose to prominence in
the 1930s, it was only natural that they adhere to clothing traditions
that were already well established. Of course, none of this helps me
one bit.
The best rationale I could find for why the zipper would be
on the left side on a men’s sweatshirt takes us back, for a moment,
to the aftermath of the Revolutionary War. We Americans were
starting to deny our British roots and create some polar opposites:
making coffee the official beverage of the United States to spite
tea and driving on the right side of the road to spite the left, for
example. Nowadays, since there are so many European countries
that dislike the U.S. and its foreign policy, some clothing companies
overseas have supposedly started putting the zippers on the
left side to spite the American standard of having them on the
right. It’s quite possible this explanation is the direct result of the
ethnocentric American mind run amok, but I choose not to explore
that possibility. That said, American males frequently report buying
jackets from companies across the pond – which they are confident
are men’s wear – that have zippers on the left side. In a masterstroke
of heterosexual defensiveness, they often end up labeling such
jackets “European style” clothing. That works for me. Even though
the heather grey sweatshirt I tried on was probably manufactured in
Nepal or Turkey, it’s more than possible that the GAP was influenced
by the latest in European fashion when designing it.
Despite having overcome my insecurities enough to purchase
the sweatshirt that day at the GAP, I find that, even on a cool
Spring day perfect for a light, thin-cotton top, the heavily dissected
garment still spends most of its time in the bottom drawer of my
dresser. The bottom drawer, by the way, is the Never Never Land
of my wardrobe, where Lost Boys like pants that will never fit again
wait to be given a new life by the Salvation Army. The sweatshirt
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has become a wardrobe pariah, now representing the quiet fears
behind my staunch heterosexuality more than it could ever serve
as a piece of clothing waiting to emerge and be worn after a long
Maine winter. Once more, as I stray into hyperbole, I feel silly for
blowing things all out of proportion. I push myself away from my
laptop and proceed to dig the sweatshirt, still neatly folded, from the
hodgepodge of shame that is the bottom drawer. I chuckle quietly
to myself as I look it over. It’s really a good-looking sweatshirt. Then
I notice something on the tag I never saw before: GapBody. Is there
even men’s clothing in that section of the GAP?
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SEVENTY-FOUR
Katie Swallow
34

1986, FARMINGTON, ME

Mark Rice

The half-floating dead cow, marinating
in the river water,
rocked
within the bed of an
eighteen year old college student’s father’s
pick-up truck (the tailgate up)
in the parking lot down the street from McDonald’s.
Bundled-up fifth graders asked
if she crawled with bent knees
into the bed because it was higher ground,
or if the December flood water
placed her there sometime in the night,
already dead or still alive.
And college-aged boys with boots
rowed canoes past cars.
And we could even sail up
the drive-through,
they said,
if we were hungry for steak-burgers.
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WESLEYVILLE, 1936

Jennifer Reid

Wesleyville’s a set of blocks painted once,
postcard sky blue
green like grass that doesn’t grow there;
but tonight it’s just shades-of-grey blocks
balanced on the rocks,
huddled timidly between the sea
and granite pressing at the sky.
Outlines on the shore that hours ago
howled, wept, wrung their hands
now, like tin soldiers poised to fight a children’s war
stand motionless
as water slaps a lullaby against the ice
that’s carrying the boy away.
Tomorrow
the minister will lead his congregation
in hymns to God of ages past.
In days to come,
a mother’s eyes will speak to the horizon
in requiem disguised as resignation;
and ultimatums served at tables with cod
and boiled potatoes
will dissolve as boys race down to shore again in the spring,
to prove their manhood on the floes.
But tonight
Wesleyville’s a silent mist receded with the coast.
Cradled in the arms of arctic ice from ages past,
the boy sleeps.
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FSCINATING MR. BALLS

Mattie Bowden

Tuesday began quiet and heavy at 380 North Raleigh, promising
afternoon heat and humidity that would last through the night. The
hour before noon usually brought house members out of bed and
downstairs to look for coffee or leftover food to eat in the kitchen.
Joel was already seated behind the hot back deck in the tall grass of
the yard. He sat by the kiddy pool on the plastic molded chair that he
had taken from the college in his last year before dropping out. He
had brought the pool home yesterday, carrying the biggest inflatable
variety from SelfSave on the back of his bike. Today, anticipating
the heat before anyone else had awoken, he had brought out the
good saucepan with a double batch of macaroni and cheese, so
that he would have at least three hours before needing to leave his
spot, torso in the shade, feet in the sun and the water. Joel was glad
to have gotten outside before the rest because this meant that the
territory was his for the rest of the day, and though people would
come out to stand on the porch in the sun, or to sit in the sculpture
garden to eat lunch, they would not stay long enough to disturb his
peaceful mood.
Just then, Virginia appeared from behind the rhododendron
with jelly jar full of coffee in her hand. “I’m peeing here now,”
Virginia announced, placing her jar on the plywood board Joel
had set up for his macaroni and unbuttoning her pants all in one
movement. “I’ll go over here a little, so you can’t hear it,” she said,
moving back behind the bush. When she finished peeing she pulled
up her pants and peeked around the bush to roll her eyes and stick
her tongue out at Joel, then she retreated to her room for the rest
of the day.
A few moments later, Daniel came along carrying a folding metal
chair, and, glancing nervously at Joel, set it pool side adjacent to
him. Joel figured Daniel was having a crisis and had come to ask for
advice. Joel usually stayed close to home to focus on the needs of the
aging house, the beautiful old trees guarding the entrance, and the
various young artists, musicians and college dropouts at the house.
He felt he was a father figure. He remembered to put the trash
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out every week and he knew how many couches the Department of
Health and Safety would tolerate on the front porch before issuing
a public nuisance warning. He had a strong sense of humor. This
morning he was not displeased to see Daniel, because Joel liked
visitors, and he especially enjoyed Daniel’s polite demeanor.
“Hey Joel. Nice day,” said Daniel loudly, leaning over to test the
temperature of the water.
“Nice day, to be sure, my man. What services may I offer you
on this fine morning, downstairs neighbor,” said Joel, chuckling.
Daniel threw an arm across the back of his chair and looked up at
the branches of the walnut tree.
“I thought you might be able to tell me that I’m not a complete
asshole.”
“You’re a complete asshole,” Joel shouted.
“Very funny, very funny. It’s Mary. I don’t know if I can take it
anymore. Last night, maybe you heard her crying––if you did you’ll
have an idea of what it’s like for me. We were up all night. It would
be okay if she could tell me a reason, but she just says ‘I don’t know,
I just don’t know!’ and cries some more. She follows me around in
the day, looking at me like she’s waiting for me to tell her what to
do or something. Plus...well, you don’t want to hear about our sex
life.”
“I beg to differ, young Daniel. You know, she is the object of
many a man’s fantasy...she is a fine looking lady.” Joel winked.
“All the more reason to not tell you. Anyway, that’s not really
important.” Daniel picked up a rusty fork from the grass and bent
the tines in different directions. Joel thought Daniel very lucky to
have such an appealing face, and always a girlfriend. He had dark
messy hair set around a soft face and eyes cradled by crescent moon
lids, which made him appear to be smiling.
“I know what to do.” Joel ran his index finger across his throat.
“She’s a drain, Joel!” Daniel looked down at the brown water in
the pool. “I’ve been seeing someone else.” Joel thought suddenly of
the sophomore girl from the college that used to come visit him two
summers ago, and wondered where she was now.
“Does she know?”
“No. In her condition, she would probably kill herself. Or me.”
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“Jesus. So who is this chick you’re boning?”
“Oh, it’s just some girl. Alexis. She paints pictures, like that art
you see at the Blackfish Gallery, with the little birds that are outlined
in black? And she’s got some paintings of ice cream cones that she’s
showing at Dhipster Dairy.” Daniel paused. “When I met Mary, her
cat––you know, the gray one, Mr. Balls? He had this skin allergy
that made his fur fall off. There was something fascinating about
this cat. He was exposed, if you know what I mean, because the fur
around his butt had worn off. Mary liked her ugly cat. She would
pick him up and kiss him, even with his flaky skin. I think a girl with
a pet is very sexy, don’t you? Anyway, one day while I was waiting
for her to come home, I was squatting on the floor, petting Mr.
Balls, and I found this black notebook lying under some papers.
It was full of half finished drawings, of the cat’s face, Mary’s face,
one of the telephone, pictures of old men on benches. They were
good. I heard Mary coming and put the book back. I never let on
that I had seen it, but I can’t forget those drawings. Well, not the
drawings themselves but the idea of the drawings and of Mary’s
stubborn refusal to admit that she has talent.”
“What’re you waiting for? I’d just be like, ‘Dude, draw this’!”
Joel pretended to unzip his pants.
“That’s just it! You can’t tell Mary what to do. It only compounds
the problem. She has this notion in her head that only the most
original ideas in life are valuable. She thinks that if you aren’t, like,
some outsider artist or a genius or something, then you aren’t an
artist. She’s really stubborn.”
“Yeah, man. You can’t deal with women when they’re like that.
You just have to move on,” Joel said, looking up toward the window
of Daniel and Mary’s bedroom. He didn’t think he really understood
art. He had dated a girl back in college who painted his portrait. It
looked a lot like him and he decided that later he would look for it
in the basement. He thought he might put it above the mantle in the
living room as a joke.
Joel shrugged. “So who do you like more, Mary or Dairy Queen?”
His farmer-tanned arms flickered in the shadow of the walnut tree.
“Mary. But you know, Mr. Balls went to the vet and got some
allergy pills and his hair grew back. He was never the same after
that. He’s just a cat now. He’s not interesting anymore.”
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“Yeah, well, bald cats are funny. Hairy ones aren’t.”
Upon entering the house that evening Mary saw a plate of
spaghetti and tomato sauce on the coffee table, and knew it must
be seven o’clock and that shortly Joel would be turning on the TV
to watch the Simpsons. Sure enough, he appeared from the kitchen
with a container of parmesan cheese, passing her silently with a grin.
His pleasure amused Mary. She retreated across the floor to her
room. There were clothes strewn on every surface. Daniel was at his
desk bent over some scrap of paper. Mary thought he looked like
a college professor at that desk and hoped he would be someday.
Throwing herself onto the mattress on the floor, she groaned. After
a moment Daniel said, “What’s wrong?”
“Oh, I don’t know. Nothing.” Mary rolled over and sighed. “I’m
fine.”
“Good.”
Mary thought Daniel was a fool for not knowing why she was
always unhappy. People liked him because he was sympathetic,
but he didn’t understand anything about her. Did he not see how
meaningless his life was, and hers? When they were falling in love
she was impatient to get on with their lives. Now that they had, it
was dull and frustrating. Her mother had warned her about this
sort of thing. Mary felt maybe she had been mistaken in falling in
love with him.
“Anything cool downtown?” Daniel asked, his back still facing
her.
“Same old crap. There was this one painting that I liked, I
guess.”
“Oh, good.”
“It was pretty trendy though.”
“Uh-huh,” he grunted.
Mary glared at Daniel’s back. As Daniel turned, Mary quickly
changed her expression to neutral. “Mary,” he began, “say something,
do something positive, why don’t you?” Mary’s face burned.
“So how was your day?” Mary asked fiercely. Daniel turned
around and raised his eyebrows. Mary turned onto her stomach.
“Well, what’d you do? Go anywhere, see anything?”
“I was here all day. I’m going out later, though.”
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“Oh. Why don’t you stay here, with me?” Mary thought it
would be nice to have the room to herself, but she hated the idea of
wondering where he was and what he was doing. He said the key to
talent was study and hard work, but Mary knew that people either
had it or they didn’t, and no amount of copying and practicing
was going to make a difference. She felt that if one’s work was not
perfectly original, it should not exist. Mary was waiting for an idea.
She had thought Daniel would bring out brilliance in her, but she
figured there must be something wrong with him because it had not
happened. Lately he had befriended an artist from the city who he
had reported to be “perpetually motivated,” and when he had said
this he had looked pointedly at her. She had started crying, because
it was then that she realized he did not admire her.
Daniel left for his outing. Mr. Balls wandered into the room and
rubbed against Mary’s ankle. His fur shone. Daniel used to shake his
head at Mr. Balls. He had said he found the cat “fascinating.” Now
Mr. Balls was just a small gray-haired cat with white paws, and Mary
thought that sometimes when Daniel looked at him his foot twitched
as if restraining a kick.
Mary moved to close the bedroom door and she saw Joel asleep
in the flicker of the TV. His empty plate was there, and beside it a
small painting. She wondered if it was good. She turned and noticed
that Daniel’s scrap of paper had fallen out of his coat pocket and was
lying in the middle of the floor.
She said to no one, “I’m not a fool, and Daniel is a fool to think
that I am.” His friend from the city had an art opening tonight
in the lobby of an optometry office. When Mary had asked what
the paintings were he had blushed, and she wondered which
embarrassed him more, talking about the woman he was sleeping
around with, that her paintings were of eyeglasses, or that his
“perpetually motivated” friend could only get shows in doctors’
offices and ice cream parlors. If Mary had a show, it would be in a
gallery, and her work would be exciting and original. None of these
office illustrations. Mary had read on one of his scraps of paper that
she “radiated dullness.” She wondered what book he had pulled
that line from. She didn’t blame him though, for thinking she was
dull, but she hoped she was more of an unripe walnut, bitter and
hard, rather than an empty shell.
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When Mary was twelve, she had seen a man fall from the basket
of a hot air balloon and land on the tip of a church steeple below.
He stuck in mid-air onto the steeple, his fall ceasing as abruptly as
a knife stabbing into a tree trunk. The life rope connecting him to
the basket had been just long enough to halt his fall right before
the steeple pierced all the way through his torso and it turned out
that the steeple had punctured his skin and grazed his liver, but
he recovered within a week of the incident. Mary told this story
frequently. Occasionally she embellished it, saying that the man had
died, the church steeple awash with blood. But at the moment he fell,
Mary knew that she would never see another sight as remarkable as
a man falling from a hot air balloon and landing on a church steeple,
and a heavy misery overcame her as she anticipated years and years
of banality ahead. She vowed to never be boring. Thinking of where
Daniel was now, Mary said aloud, “Affairs are boring.” Mr. Balls
meowed and Joel snickered in his sleep.
Mary stood in the middle of the room. She looked down at
Daniel’s paper on the floor. She thought it might hold evidence that
she could use against him so she picked it up. On it was a crude
drawing of a man resembling Daniel, and beside him a short haired
woman with eyeglasses. Underneath was a woman with straight hair
like her own. Above each cartoon’s head was writing. “Daniel” was
above the man’s head. “Ice cream cone” was above the bespectacled
woman, and above the drawing of Mary, Daniel had written, “My
great undiscovered artist!” Mary folded the paper four times and
went to sit at her desk. She pulled out a sheet of heavy white paper
and a black pen.
Downtown, Daniel neared Eyestore, where Alexis was outside
smoking a cigarette. The streetlight mottled her skin like an orange
peel. Sparks floated near her knees. “He-ey,” she called in the voice
that he had noticed she used to sound friendly when she was in
public, but which sounded like more of a whine than a welcome.
Tonight she wore a short pleated skirt and green stockings. Daniel
thought suddenly of The Wind and the Willows, and Mr. Toad
careening around corners in his roadster.
“You look good,” he whispered in her ear as she hugged him.
She smelled like old tobacco. One night, when they were lying
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sweaty in her sheets, she had said, her voice husky,
“You want to hear a secret?”
Daniel had thought of an article he read once about the origin of
the bedroom voice: prostitutes’ untreated syphilis ate at their voices
until they became a husky whisper.
“I paint for my lovers,” she had said, looking toward him
meaningfully. At the time Daniel had considered this romantic. He
had wanted to say something right then to prove himself as a muse,
something that would cause her to leap out of bed and, maybe, pour
paint all over her body. He couldn’t think of anything to say.
“Really?” The word came out choked.
“Yeah...” she said. “I started painting to impress my first boyfriend
in college. Then it turned out I was good at it, so I dumped him and
found a sexier guy.” She laughed sharply. “Guys like it when I say
I’m a painter. I think they hope to see me roll around naked on my
canvases or something. It draws ‘em in.”
“Oh.” Daniel began to wonder if that voice was from syphilis or if
she had cultivated it to “draw ‘em in.” Daniel thought of Mary again,
and of her secret sketchbook. He had wondered if she knew more
than she let on¬¬--if, in her fits of frustration she knew exactly
what was wrong but didn’t want to tell him. He was beginning to
think that some things were better kept to one’s self.
On the sidewalk with Alexis, Daniel wondered what Mary would
say about the show. She would say it was uninspired. “She would be
right,” he said aloud.
“What?” said Alexis, looking away from him.
“Oh, nothing,” Daniel tittered, but Alexis had already spotted
some friends down the street and was flapping her arms at them
like a wind-up bird.
When Daniel returned late in the night, he hoped Mary would
be asleep. He was tired from wine and worried that he had bite
marks on his neck. From the sidewalk he saw a window aglow in
Virginia’s room, and the dark space of her seated silhouette. Daniel
opened the door and found Joel asleep on the couch. Shifting in
his sleep, he mumbled song lyrics. “. . . oh. . . I won’t forget your
kindness. . .”
In the bedroom, the moon cast blue light on Mary’s skin. Mr.
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Balls purred against her back. Daniel tapped his ear, and he
unfolded his paws from his face and squinted. Daniel lifted him
off the blanket and placed him in a pile of clothes. As Mr. Balls
licked his paws and cleaned his back, Daniel bent down and
whispered, “You like having hair don’t you, little guy. It keeps
your skin from drying out.” The underside of his paw looked
soft and pink, and it paused in the air like a flower dodging the
breeze as Mr. Balls looked up at Daniel. He sat on the bed to
remove his shoes and saw a white paper glowing on his pillow.
Mary had drawn him a picture. It showed an old man
wearing Daniel’s clothes: his Mr. Rogers sweater, jeans with a
hole in the knee, duct taped sneakers. He was sitting in a rocking
chair. On the other side she had drawn herself in her favorite
t-shirt, smiling, with a caption. The room was too dark to read
her handwriting. He considered turning on the lamp but he did
not want to disturb Mary. Her face looked thin in the blue light
and she was breathing evenly. Suddenly, Daniel wanted to hug
her. “Of course you know. You know everything,” he whispered.
He quickly removed his clothes and climbed in bed. He wrapped
an arm firmly around Mary’s belly. She stirred. In the morning,
he thought, I will tell her everything, and that I am sorry. The
moonlight dimmed on his way to sleep.
Their sheet felt heavy with warm air and sweat.
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THE MOURNER’S KADDISH
Amalia Marenberg

If I cover
one third of my face,
I am not Jewish
anymore.
I don’t have
to erase the challah
or the Hebrew.
These are things
I never had.
But my father,
who performed the mitzvot,
and took matzah
on the Seder,
is olive brown
and can’t forget
his apostate father
or the prayer
said for his mother
in the tongue
that was bitten off.
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MORE THAN THE SIGHT
Amalia Marenberg
of dried pasta in another pan,
more than the ammonia
smell of the litter box,
more than the mud
on the bathroom floor,
the thing that plagued me most
was the fruit that you dropped
down our stairs
but still put into the bowl.
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BUT THE CLOWN STAYS
Michael Delaney

PROLOGUE
No curtain. The stage is bare. A dark backdrop extends from
the bare stage to the theater’s ceiling at an arc. The images of
stars, planets, and constellations are projected from the front of
the house onto the backdrop giving the theater a planetarium
like appearance. The auditorium lights dim and the STAGE
MANAGER abandons the projector and takes center stage.
STAGE MANAGER: I used to know someone like me, barefoot in
the tall grass, staring at the celestial landscape. Listening. Always
listening. Listening for the radio waves to cut through the distance
between us like a silver rocket. Whoosh. And there you were – like
static electricity in that red dress, with eyes bigger than the moon.
There you were – whirlwind and flash, whispering half-truths
and making my hair stand on end. You reached for my hand and
I leaned in for that first kiss and POW! – that kiss was sweeter
than shoo-fly pie. And the crickets played just for us Baby. And
we jumped to that crazy beat Baby. And we wailed to that steady
centripetal rhythm lady. And the sun never came up.
Curtain.
SCENE 1
A moderately crowded coffee house – mostly couples, young,
professional. A young woman – CHLOE – sits alone at a table
for two and looks out at the audience.
CHLOE: Take for instance, the couple in the window. Their
interactions are too comfortable. Too natural. The sex must be
horrible. I wonder if we look awkward.
The young man – MICHAEL – leaves the counter and crosses
the stage to CHLOE’S table. He places in two oversized mugs on
the table and sits down. He speaks almost immediately.
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MICHAEL: I love you.
CHLOE smiles and blows across the surface of her coffee before
addressing the audience.
CHLOE: I wish I were someone else. I wish he were someone else.
I wish that if this really was the murder capital of the world, one of
you would do me the favor and kill us both right now. At least one
of us. Preferably him.
MICHAEL is staring intently at CHLOE.
MICHAEL: I know what you’re thinking – I can’t believe it either.
Reaching across the table and touches CHLOE’S cheek.
MICHAEL: You don’t have to say anything; I can see it in your
eyes.
To audience.
CHLOE: I think I just threw up in my mouth. Boys aren’t
supposed to fall in love. Everybody knows that. Boys only want one
thing.
She crosses her legs.
I feel violated. Michael has broken the rules.
Standing.
I feel like telling him that I’m only seventeen. That I skipped a
grade in junior high. That I used him. Used him because, well,
boys my age aren’t capable of a proper fuck. But more than
anything I feel like telling him that thirty-two year old boys don’t
fall in love with seventeen year old girls.
MICHAEL stands and takes her hand.
CHLOE: I’m going to be sick.
CHLOE vomits covering her mouth with her hands, causing the
vomit – mostly coffee – to spray the front of MICHAEL’S khaki
trousers.
Curtain.
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SCENE 2
A moderately furnished hotel room. A woman – DOMINIQUE
– in her mid-twenties sits on the edge of her bed balancing a
laptop on her knees and a pink- filter-stained cigarette between
her fingers. She closes the screen. Stands. Tosses the laptop onto
the bed. She is barefoot, has an athletic build and cropped short
blonde hair. She is wearing matching black Roberto Cavalli bra
and panties. She raises her left leg into classic tree pose.
DOMINIQUE: Hay una montana en el oeste donde mi casa se
siente abajo de un cielo grande.
Extending her arms over her head.
Aqui los dias son largos y vagos y los arboles bailen en la brisa
mientras el viento canta blues. Durante la noche el viento es quieto
la luna esta brillante y el cielo esta estrellada siempre.
Taking items – a black silk Prada cocktail dress, black Nina Ricci
jacket, and a shoulder length wig of straight black hair – from a
suitcase on the floor, DOMINIQUE begins to dress.
El coyote, el vive aqui tambien el duerme en el pie de mi cama.
Durante el verano el coyote persigue las mariposas y durante el
invierno deja las huellas en la nieve.
From the suitcase DOMINIQUE removes a Tec-DC 9 handgun
with silencer and a matching Louis Vuitton handbag. Biting her
lower lip she slides the clip into the steel grip.
Juntos cantamos las canciones mas tristes bajo la luna.
Curtain.
SCENE 3
A dimly lit bar. A bartender, leaning against the back bar, reads
the paper. A young man in a leather jacket and biker boots
– JAMES – stands in front of the jukebox, holding a Bud long
neck. After several moments he slides a quarter into the jukebox.
A needle scratches vinyl and “The Heavens” by the Ravonettes
begins.
JAMES: It wasn’t yesterday but it sure feels like it was. And it
has every day since. I got a new song now It ain’t our song but I
pretend.
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JAMES picks up the broom that had been leaning against the
jukebox and using it as his partner, begins to dance.
Hell, there have been so many lonely nights on this rock I might
not remember what our song was. But this song works just fine.
And when it plays I remember the smell on the back of your neck
and the taste of your mouth. I remember the feel of my hand on
the small of your back – holding you close as the band played one
last time. I remember the look in your eyes and brighter days and
little sighs. And I remember what a worthless piece of shit I really
am. But we all have our stories.
The song fades out and JAMES stops dancing. He returns to the
jukebox, first staring at it for several minutes and then, feeding it
another quarter, playing the same song. He lights a cigarette and
leans against the jukebox, holding himself up
with one hand, the broom still in the other.
Curtain.
SCENE 4
An enchanted forest. The images shown on the backdrop are
intended to give off the impression of spring. A young boy
– PATRICK – is holding hands with a young girl – AUDREY
– who has striking eyes and a tiny pair of wings.
AUDREY: I like you. You remind me of home.
PATRICK: Where’s home?
AUDREY: I can’t remember.
She bites her lower lip and squeezes his hand.
I can’t remember.
Curtain.
SCENE 5
The front porch of a farm house at night. A harvest moon hangs
on the backdrop. A woman – STEPHANIE – sits on the porch
swing. A man – DILLION – steps out onto the porch and lights
a cigarette.
STEPHANIE: I thought you quit.
DILLON: I thought you went to bed.
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STEPHANIE: I can’t sleep – not without you.
DILLON crosses the porch and sits down next to STEPHANIE
on the swing. She takes the cigarette out of his hand, smiles, and
takes a drag.
I love you, you know.
DILLON: I love you too, baby.
STEPHANIE: Walk with me.
She takes his hand and leads him off of the porch and across the
stage.
Sam said there have been deer in the orchard again. I want to see
one.
STEPHANIE and DILLON stand at the edge of the stage,
looking out over the audience. It begins to snow. The flakes are
big and wet and heavy. Under the light of the moon a fawn
appears and begins to pick through the orchard’s fallen apples.
DILLION: Where do you think he came from?
STEPHANIE: Shhhh.
STEPHANIE takes DILLON’S hand and squeezes it.
And when he squeezes back she smiles. Neither mention
STEPHANIE’S cancer during tonight’s performance. Instead
they watch the fawn until long after nights chill has set in and
both of them are shivering.
Curtain.
EPILOGUE
The porch remains on the stage. The harvest moon hangs high on
the background. The STAGE MANAGER enters stage right,
using a push broom to sweep the fallen snow into little piles. He
stops center stage and looks out over the audience.
STAGE MANAGER: I used to know someone like me, counting
stars from underneath a dirty halo. Counting the seconds it took
for you to see me from across the room. And the band played
pretty Baby. And the band played las canciones mas tristes lady.
And you cut through the room like a satellite transmission.
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WOOSH. Y el mundo entero espera nuestra palabras. “Bailamos
Papi,” you asked. “Para siempre y toda la eternidad,” I answered.
And you took my hand and lead me onto the big dance floor. And
we kicked off our shoes and jumped to that crazy score. And we
howled to that celestial cadence once more. And the moon took
over the sky.
Curtain.
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PETER AND THE WOLVES

Kate Russell
Men kiss better than boys. I first realized this at age seventeen,
when I was kissed by my first real “boyfriend,” a boy eleven months
older than me. The kiss was awful—wet and open and pressed onto
my face.
My first kiss was at age fourteen from a man fourteen years
older. He touched my face while he did it and it’s that gesture—the
man’s fingers on my hot cheeks—that defines the gap between man
and boy. While I’m sitting at the bar, leaning as far forward as I can
without tumbling off the stool, my mouth is being kissed by a man.
His hand is running up and down, from the space of skin between
my eyebrow and hairline to the curve of my jaw.
Men kiss better than boys, I think with a dreamy, drunk smile as I
draw away. Men kiss so much better than boys.
The man’s name is Peter and he’s thirty-nine years old. He didn’t
offer his age outright, but instead slipped sideways into a comment
directed towards my best friend, Carrie, when we first sidled up to
the bar between him and his friend, Corey, a man who looked as
though he belonged in a Dream Theater cover band and probably
shopped at discount stores for absolutely everything, including
groceries. As Carrie and I nudged through, wanting only the empty
space at the bar, Peter let out a laugh, took a step away, and said
that he had never been in a bar with two such young-looking girls
in thirty-nine years.
I stared at Peter with my head tilted. Despite his black turtleneck
sweater and goatee, he looked nothing like a beatnik and everything
like some sort of Nordic Kenneth Branagh, circa Henry V. I had an
urge to bark this out, but the townie bar was not the place to be
talking about film adaptations of Shakespeare. Peter smiled at me. I
blinked. He smiled wider. I grinned.
“So you’re thirty-nine?” I asked. He smiled and said yes.
“You’re a smart girl,” he said.
I raised my beer bottle to my mouth, drunk enough to think
that deducting obvious logic was a valid indicator of my brilliance.
I eyed Carrie, who eyed me. I set down the beer, turned to Peter,
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shook back my hair.
“You look like Kenneth Branagh,” I said. Peter continued to
smile, sucked in a big breath.
“This is the day they call the feast of Saint Crispin,” he
bellowed.
The bar-goers around us paused and glanced over at the sudden
outburst. Peter smiled, reached for his own beer, and took a swallow.
The corners of my open mouth curled upwards.
“Henry the Fifth,” I said, nodding my head with bookworm
vigor.
“That’s right,” Peter said.
Carrie spun on her feet away from Peter and I and, taking the
role of wing-girl, entertained Dream Theater Corey for the next
two hours.
Peter was absolutely perfect. His face had the best sort of
wrinkles—around the eyes—and his hands were calloused in the
beautiful way that men over thirty-five somehow manage to possess.
After his Henry V recitation, he regressed, admitting that it wasn’t
his favorite.
“Puck’s final soliloquy is, actually, my favorite,” he said.
“A dream within a dream,” I said.
“Yes.” He smiled and looked me over while he did. “Exactly.”
I was almost as pleased with myself as I was pleased with him.
“Though,” Peter said. “I’m Danish.”
“So you’re Hamlet,” I retorted. Peter laughed out loud.
“I am,” he said.
“Then goodnight, sweet prince,” I said. I grinned to myself,
internally ecstatic at the opportunity to use literary references on a
receptive man. He was charmed and I was happy and, at twenty-one
years old, having that sort of power was my most favorite thing in
the world.
The power, though, dissipated once Peter told me, without any
doubt, that I didn’t belong. I suppose any halfway-perceptive man
who took the time would easily be able to detect my inherent sulkiness
and leftover teenage dreaminess, but Nordic, Shakespearean Peter
seemed to pluck thoughts directly out of me, hold them between his
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fingers for a moment while he contemplated their worth, and then
offered the thoughts back to me with his own unfamiliar words.
“You’re unhappy, aren’t you?” he asked. He had gotten to the
heart of my melancholy; I could only nod. Peter shifted closer to the
stool where I sat cross-legged in worn jeans and cowboy boots.
“Let me tell you a secret,” he said lowly. I leaned closer to him.
“You don’t have to be the biggest person to get what you want. Just
the smartest predator.” He spoke slowly. He glanced around the
crowded townie bar and then his eyes were back on me. “You and I
are wolves in the middle of all these sheep.”
Peter put one hand on my shoulder and guided my gaze around
the bar, pointing out how the boy in the glasses stared at the pretty,
oblivious blonde. “He’ll never tell her how he feels,” he whispered.
He turned me towards the fiftysomething year old man standing
alone, beer in hand. “Look at him,” Peter said. “Look at his jacket.”
It was a dirty NASCAR coat. “Than man wants to race. He watches
every single one on TV. He knows all the statistics. But it’s more
than that. He wants to do it. He might not even realize it, but he
wants to.” Peter stepped away from me. “I’m going to find out,” he
said. He walked over, holding out his hand for the NASCAR man to
shake. I swatted at Carrie, who sat with her chin propped up by a
fist while Corey peeled the label from his beer.
“What is going on?” she hissed. I didn’t know how to answer. I
shook my head.
“He’s saying all the right things,” I finally said.
Being seduced in a bar, especially a townie bar, and especially
when the seducer is a stranger eighteen years your senior, is a
surreal event. Despite my extensive past experiences with the group
commonly referred to as Older Men, I had no defenses with Peter.
From the moment he labeled me as an outcast wolf and labeled
himself as a wolf right along with me, I inexplicably reverted to my
fourteen-year-old self, giggling with near-hysteric gusto, scrunching
my nose and swinging my arms and feet. I missed the obvious
opportunity to reference Peter and the Wolf and display my allusive
wit. I would never let that pass me by. I swear, I even got drunk
quicker than normal.
When Peter told me I was beautiful, I had no reply besides a
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mumbled, “No, I’m not.”
“Katie,” he said. “Katie, Katie. Look at me.”
I raised my eyes and stared.
“You’ve got the most haunting eyes I’ve seen on a kid,” he said.
“You better be careful with them.”
I smirked, looked again at my hands.
“Hey,” he said. He touched my shoulder. “You’re beautiful.
You’re striking. And you know it. Of course you do. This could be
the last time I see you, right now, this moment, and you know what
I’ll remember? Do you know?”
I shook my head. I didn’t know.
“Symmetry,” he said. With one index, he touched my forehead,
my nose, each cheek, and then my mouth. “It’s symmetry that
people remember. It’s symmetry that sends people spiraling into
lust. A symmetry of face and body. And you’ve got it.”
I leaned forward and I pressed my lips to his cheek. I wondered,
and hoped, that I left a bit of greasy gloss on his skin.
That’s when he turned and that’s when he kissed me, his hand
on my face and my eyes open. I heard Carrie laugh and I heard
Corey scoff and I remembered that men kiss better than boys.
Peter asked where I would be that night, and I didn’t miss the
relief he displayed when I answered, “My apartment” instead of the
terrifying, “My dorm room.” He asked if he could be there, too. I
nodded. I took another drink and I said yes.
When the lights turned on in the bar and the middle-aged
bouncer began to bark at us to get the hell out, Peter silently slipped
my beer and his own into the waist of his khakis, and took my hand.
I looked over my shoulder at Carrie, flicked my wrist to tell her, in
our drunk-girl language, that I was fine, and I led thirty-nine-yearold Peter through my college campus.
When I pointed out the dorm that my bad-kisser ex-boyfriend
lived in, Peter began to yell Danish phrases. I imagined them
invitations to battle, or cutting insults. I half-heartedly hissed at him
to stop. He took the beers from the waistband of his pants and we
drank them for the rest of the way.
As soon as we enter my apartment, Peter kneeled on the carpet
and pulled off my cowboy boots. (“These are the first things I noticed
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about you,” he said.) He praised the red plaid underwear that I
wore that night. He continued, while I was on top of him, while he
was on top of me, to say all the right things.
“They never even touched you, did they?” he murmured. “All
of the others. They never touched you, not once.”
They didn’t! I realized. Good God, that’s the problem, isn’t it? No one
has ever touched me.
He told me stories while I dozed. He grew up in Oregon on a
sheep farm that his immigrant parents kept. (“Sheep,” I mumbled.
“Sheep and wolves.”) He described camping trips he’d taken, told
me how rattlesnakes like to slide into sleeping bags at night for
warmth and that he had woken more than once with one curled by
his feet.
He said he used to live in Mexico and fly planes to Belize. That
he’d broken a dozen different bones. That he’d written a screenplay
over four hundred pages long. That, at age fifteen, he seduced his
substitute teacher. He asked the morning not to come and he halfsmiled and told me that, right then, in that moment, he loved me
like hell. I fell asleep, though I didn’t want to.
I woke two hours later when Peter gripped my waist, rolled me
over, and, kissing my half-asleep face, began to fuck me again with
my knees bent over his arms. He smiled after he came, sheepish.
“Sorry,” he said. I shook my head, unable to speak or move until
I felt the gunk on my legs. I scrambled out of bed and wiped it off
best I could. Peter lay on my bed and watched me move through
my dark apartment.
Something changed once the sun lit-up my studio apartment.
I woke at seven-thirty to Peter sitting beside me and staring at the
heaps of clothes, the old pizza boxes, the piles of books and papers.
I wondered if he had slept at all.
“Can I use your shower?” he asked. I said sure, waving my hand
in the direction of the closet-sized bathroom. He gathered his clothes
and shut the door behind him. I put on the nearest t-shirt, bought
from a thrift-store and reading “I Got Mugged On Beal Street”
across the front. I patted the crown of my head, gauging the severeness of my Sex Hair. Peter emerged after less than five minutes.
“You should fire your maid,” Peter he said, showered and
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looking around my messy apartment. “Do you have a clean clothes
pile to go along with this dirty clothes one?”
“Those aren’t dirty,” I said. “Just discarded.”
He smiled a little, avoided my eyes. I picked up my laptop,
opened it, looked at my email. I wasn’t sure what he wanted to do.
He began to pace around. He looked nervous.
“Well, at least your friends are still talking to you,” he said. I
squinted at him in confusion. He pointed to my laptop.
“Right...” I said slowly. I didn’t understand what I realized days
later: that he thought I was ashamed and he was worried that Carrie
would judge me.
And this, I think, is the worst part of it—that I didn’t realize.
While Peter paced the apartment, inspecting the photographs taped
to the walls and smirking at the sink full of dirty dishes, I took his
actions to mean that he wanted to get out, which I’m sure was true,
but it didn’t occur to me that a deft reproduction of the doe-eyed
smile I had given him over and over again hours before was all it
would take for him to know that it was okay. He would sit beside
me, tuck my hair behind my ears, and tell me that I was a smart,
beautiful, haunting kid. I was oblivious to this. I knew I’d lost him,
and I didn’t consider there was any way to bring him back. I glared
at my laptop, clicking its buttons loud as I could.
Peter then began to pick up. He gathered the pizza boxes and
stacked them by the wastebasket in the kitchen. He attempted to
make my bed with me still in it. He filled the bookcase with the
strewn paperbacks.
“Don’t do this,” I said. “It’s fine. I like it like this.”
“Are you really that young?” he asked, half-teasing. I was silent.
Was I that young?
Peter looked over the book in his hands—would you believe me
if I told you it was Lolita?—gazed for a moment at the saddle-shoed
feet on its cover, and then quickly set it in the bookcase.
“I’m going to get coffee,” he said. “I’ll go get coffee. Do you
want any coffee?”
I shook my head. “No,” I said. “I’m okay.”
He smiled before he closed the front door. I listened to him walk
down the stairs and outside. I looked around my apartment. There
was nothing of his left. He didn’t need to come back for anything.
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I stood, pulled my hair back, and brushed my teeth with my hip
resting against the bathroom sink. I idly slid one finger down the
white slope of the basin, collecting dust and hair in its path. With
the toothbrush still in my mouth, I ripped off a wad of toilet paper,
and, for the first time since I moved into my apartment six months
before, I cleaned my bathroom sink.
By the time I had finished cleaning the sink, properly made my
bed, and started stuffing dirty clothes in the closet, Peter returned
with one knock and then an opening of the door. He said hello and
I stood awkward and pant-less in front of the bed.
“I met up with Corey at the café,” Peter says. I wondered, briefly,
which coffee shop downtown could be termed as a “café.” “But I
wanted to say goodbye.”
He kissed me. Perhaps an obligatory thing to do, but it didn’t
feel that way. He touched my face when he did it.
He said he had a great night. I internally winced at the phrase.
“I hope you make it to wherever you want to go,” he said. “And
have fun. Whatever you do, have fun.”
“Yeah,” I said. I shrugged. “I will.”
Peter smiled his sad smile and he opened the door. I waved, but
I didn’t say goodbye. He looked over his shoulder, closed the door.
I again listened to him walk down the stairs, and then he was gone.
Over two months later, I’m still mystified. Peter used my cell
phone in the morning before he left, calling two numbers. I’ve
called them both, one unmistakably being picked up by Corey, and
the other leading to the voicemail of “the foreman of Portland Air
Conditioning.” The speaker on the message is Peter.
Air conditioning? Nordic, Shakespearean, saying-all-the-rightthings Peter works for an air conditioning company? Shouldn’t he
be flying planes to Belize, writing screenplays, or, at least, herding
sheep?
When I called the number a week after I met him, determined
to figure him out, the voicemail message was gone, replaced with a
Verizon recording, letting me know that the phone was temporarily
out of service. I vaguely remembered Peter saying something
about “going back into battle in five days” and that he’d remember
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me “as a calm before the storm.” What sort of battles include air
conditioner foremen, causing their phones to become unavailable?
I pieced together the night, combing through what I remembered
him telling me, but I gathered no more clues.
The phone is still temporarily out of service, giving me the same
Verizon message in the same cheerful female voice. I call it every
Saturday as a sort of Peter tribute, though I’ve nearly given up hope
of it being reconnected or answered. Still, though—it could happen,
couldn’t it? I could walk into the townie bar and see him sitting
next to Corey and I could tell him that he kisses better than any
boy, that Carrie only congratulated and admired me, that I’ve told
the story of him to anyone who would listen and that he’s taken on
legend status to those who were willing to hear. I guess that’s what
I want most—to thank him, to tell him that him picking up Lolita
was poignant and perfect, and to let him know that after he left, I
cleaned my bathroom sink and that I wrote an essay all about him
and that I still have his Corona bottle on my bookshelf. It’s the one
thing he left, utterly unneeded, but his. And now it’s mine.
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EUROPA IN PHOENICIA
Sean Thomas
She tries to watch the gods, but
Mount Olympus is bare stone
across the sea, cold below sunrays
that spear between the clouds.
She trembles to raise her fingers
to the trees, where shreds of moss
hang like wet tissue. The air rattles
through green branches, and fern-beds
ripple over earth, as a black beetle
crawls the curve of her sandal.
Europa falls to her knees when Aurora
gleams on her windowsill. Darkness lingers
on her eyelids and a young calf snores
in the doorway, its fat belly rising
to the rhythm of words as they slip
quietly between her lips, without answer.
The thighs of Europa glare like an angry
moon beneath her robe, and raw skin flowers
calamata on her hands. Her voice cracks
and stutters as she steps in the grass,
her head tilted to heaven, waiting
for a rift to open, and swallow her.
She hates the silence she hears
in fields and forests and mountains—
the sound of nothing in the crash of salt
waves, like visions of hair between her fingers
that fade. There are no gods in the sky, no
electric bolt, sharp and smooth like a bull’s
horn on her chest. Her footsteps mar
the sand as she walks the surf
that laps around her calves. Salt
cracks her lips, and her palms wrap
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a hollow cup of grape and cedar, with
curls of hair and a fist of lightning
on its face. She dips the rim into the wine
dark sea, while cattle graze and strip the earth
like the slow decay of skin, she thinks.
Her cup is raised to the muted air; the seaweed
strings her feet. A seagull breaks its flight
and spins into the hills, as if it has no wings.
The breakers in the west rise and fall
into the east, sounding curls of water
against Europa, over, and over, and over.
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FRIDAY NIGHT IN A VASHON
BOARDING HOUSE
Sean Thomas
The fingers of sunlight that
crept through the tangled branches
in the backyard are gone now,
and I slouch in my chair
and gaze at the glass
of a black, double-pane window,
with only diamond traces
of moonlight paling
across its face, like the faded
spots of a heavy
brushstroke. Chiaroscuro drowned
in darkness, and the ceiling fan
drags lamp shadows
along the floor, reflecting
rectangles in front
of my bare feet, as a cigarette
smolders gray. I have never
seen the ribs of my heart
beneath the layers
of flesh; my toes are bent
in half-light, and images
of twined fingers, sunray
thighs and breasts moan
through the TV that throws
weak flickers like skin
against the white-paint walls
of my room, thick and stiff
with cracks and echoes.
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JE TE L’AVIAS DIT
Katie Baum
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THE WAY TO BARCELONA

Emily Wittenhagen

I know now it was Spain, but in the yellow air rising over the
tracks it didn’t seem like any country at all.
In the night we switched cars. Loud dark-haired boys wearing
soccer jerseys had spent the wee hours smoking a hash pipe, there
in the knee-joints of the train where a light burned orange. They
laughed in another language, laughs that filled up the otherwise
hushed train, laughs that boasted and plead, that grew round and
then thin.
Morning came and the night to me then was one long dim
memory that had evaporated and recondensed, over and over.
When we shuffled over to the other car, though there was room
enough to spread out, we stayed together. We slept next to
each other, knees poking out into the aisles and when the dusty
morning light arrived, spoke in throaty sluggish voices trying
not to wake up too much, eyes blinking and looking around like
newborns. All of us about to become the best of friends, agog
together for architecture and the very tops of cities, cheap wine
and the cat-calls in Catalon, the stories we may hear from Dutch
hostel-mates and the number of times we may get lost in the streets
of performers and chickens.
Before the air was yellow it was a brighter grey, a dream
without having to sleep, the countryside passing like a hand crank
movie-reel in the old arcades. It was perhaps just like any place I’d
seen from train windows through the sloping streaks of weather:
grass long and factories abandoned, graffitied playgrounds lovely
in their ugliness, dewed over, casting morning shadows, passed
by like still chorus lines for a moving audience…ignoring maybe
that the town had gone on its way, or the memories of its children
having grown up in what seemed like only two nights, or maybe
three. Club houses to opium dens, cootie hideouts to bedrooms!
Could I imagine this being any place but a transition between
Gerona and Mataró? Yes, I had been there earlier, my fingertips
just getting dirty.
Having only hints as to its history, the lonelier bits of me were
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engaged looking at it, guilty as if I were spying in at an old woman
living alone in a pack-ratted apartment. Was the languor mine or
did it belong to this territory and its peculiar prelude to our wild
discarded west?
And I remember being docked--a station like the inside of a
beehive, the sun rising into hexagons on the beams, everything the
color of honey. I remember walking about sitting in all the empty
seats, romantically American, nearly teenaged in the way I was
looking for angles and shades of yellow—butter, chamomile, sand.
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BRAUTIGAN ICE CREAM
Matt Campbell
First Published Fall 1994

Brautigan Ice Cream
ingredients:
vanilla ice cream
bottle(s) of port wine
directions:
Scoop out three large spoonfuls of vanilla ice
cream into a plastic bowl. Pour in wine until ice
cream is floating or the bowl is near to flooding
over. Stir with favorite spoon and enjoy the
results.
I found the recipe, typed on a 3” by 5” index card, tucked
between two pages in a copy of The Pill Versus the Springhill Mine
Disaster. The book was written by Richard Brautigan. I’m not sure
who wrote the recipe.
*
she
She refuses to take her coat off. She insists that it is much colder
inside than it is outside. She knows better than I do.
“Why don’t you turn the heat up?” she asks.
“I have none,” I answer.
She walks to the window and sits on the sill. She looks to the
floor and violently shakes her head. Melted snowflakes fly from her
black hair. She lifts her head again.
“There is so much snow. It’s falling an inch at a time. I think
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it’s a mile deep already,” she tells me.
“Yes, it’s pretty.”
“It’s pretty fucking cold and depressing. I hate winter.”
“Would you like some Brautigan ice cream?” I ask.
“Why would I want ice cream? I told you I’m freezing.”
“This is different. This ice cream will warm you up.”
“No.”
“O.K., but I’m gonna have some.”
I get up off the floor and go to the kitchen. She remains in the
window, staring out at the snow with unhappy green eyes.
*
river race
I return from the kitchen with my ice cream. It’s my third bowl.
I fall back when trying to sit, folding my legs indian-style a little too
early. The bowl spills on the hardwood floor and turns into thin,
purple, stale-puke-smelling rivers. I watch the rivers race towards
the end of the warped floor with interest.
“This will be the winner,” I declare, pointing at the widest of the
purple rivers.
She turns away from the window to see what I’m talking about.
“You’re a klutz. You do nothing right,” she tells me.
“Yes, you’re right. And now I’ve spilled my ice cream.”
She turns back to the window. I watch the end of the race. It’s
close, but my river wins.
*
it’s always suicide
“A man was murdered last night,” she says, still staring out at
the snow.
“It happens,” I tell her.
“He lived on the corner of my street. MY parents knew him.
They say he was a poetry professor at the community college.”
“That explains a lot.”
“His name was Walter Blake. How can a man named Walter
know anything about poetry.”
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“Your name is Shani. What the hell could you know about
poetry?”
“Nothing. Poetry makes no sense to me,” she confesses, as
though she feels guilty.
“How was he killed?” I ask.
“He was shot. In the head, I think.”
“It was a suicide.”
“Suicide? No…why would it be a suicide?”
“Because,” I tell her. “All poets eventually kill themselves. It’s
a common thing.”
“Well anyways, he’s dead.”
“Yes. He’s very dead.”
She turns from the window and walks over to where I sit on the
floor. She is crying.
“What’s the matter?” I ask.
“I want some ice cream now.” Tears fall from her green eyes
and black mascara drops roll down her cheeks.
*
big bowl
I leave her crying on the floor. From the kitchen I hear her
trying to slow her crying and catch her breath. I pull a large wooden
bowl from the sink and wipe it out with a dish rag.
The wine bottle is half full, the ice cream nearly gone. She gets
only two scoops, but I give her an extra splash of port. She seems
to need it.
I bring her the bowl, taking special care not to spill. I bring out
the bottle for myself.
*
port shake
We sit on the floor. There is no furniture in the living room.
There is a bed in the bedroom, but it’s even colder in there. She
tells me she can see her breath when we make love. She is always
cold.
We sit together, saying nothing. She finally gets control of her
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crying and reaches for the bowl with a shaky hand. She brings it to
her freckled nose and smells the mixture. her faces crunches until
her eyebrows meet at the bridge of her nose.
“That smells so bad.”
“I admit it’s a little strong. But you’ll get used to it.”
She brings to bowl back to her face. This time she puts it to
her lips and tips it back a little. With some effort, she manages to
swallow.
“Use your spoon,” I tell her. “It’s easier if you pretend it’s a
shake.”
*
brother ghost
“My brother’s a ghost,” she says, spooning out the last puddle of
wine from the bottom of the bowl.
“What?” I ask.
“He’s a ghost. He died, and now he’s a ghost.”
“You have a brother? I thought you were an only child.”
“I am…now.”
“I’m sorry. I didn’t know. You want to talk about it?”
“It’s still snowing, you know?” she says, staring past me and out
the window. “Snow, snow, snow. It never stops.”
“It’ll stop,” I promise her. “Someday it’ll stop.” I put my hand
over hers and squeeze. She ignores it.
“He put a gun in his mouth. My father’s shotgun. He pulled
the trigger with his toe. He left a note, but it was too blood-soaked
to make out. The only thing that we could read made no sense. It
said, ‘BOO FOREVER’.”
She is now longer crying. Her words show no emotion. She
speaks as though she were reading a paragraph from a boring
history book to a class that isn’t listening.
“My mother still talks to him. She says he is there, in our house.
I saw him once, looking down at me from the attic window as I sat
on the front sidewalk. He was white. Chalk white. Dead white.
The blood was gone.”
“I’m sorry,” I say. I can think of nothing else.
“He thought he was a poet. He wrote lyrics to songs for his
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imaginary band. He wrote rhymes and love poems from the girls.
Christ, he was only sixteen years-old. How could a sixteen year-old
kid know anything about poetry? He could he know…”
She breaks down. Her head falls into my lap and she starts to
cry again. I run my fingers through her tangled hair, telling her it
is all right, everything is all right.
“Shh, honey. God needs poets too…”
*
snow
She lifts her head off my lap after a while. Her face is red and
black and her pretty green eyes are swollen.
“I’m sorry,” she says. “I didn’t mean to dump that on you.”
“Don’t apologize. We all need somebody.”
“You’re my best friend. Do you know I love you?”
“I was hoping you did,” I answer.
She leans over and kisses me. I kiss her back, then grab and
hug her. She holds tight, digging her nails into my back through
my sweater.
“I love you,” she says again, then lets go. She stands and walks
back to the window.
“It’s still snowing,” she says. “A mile and a half deep.”
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ONE IN TWENTY-FIVE
Araminta Matthews
First Published Fall 2000

“They have copulated with earthlings or in some other more esoteric way
have affected the gene pool (Robbins, 116).”
Upon careful inspection in the mirror, it becomes clear to you that
you do not belong to your supposed parents. Perhaps you belong to
the woman in the painting that hangs in your grandmother’s house:
the woman with the wild red hair and the ocean-sized eyes. The one
your grandmother refers to in the hushed tones of conspiracy as “a
feather dancer.” You wonder what a feather dancer is, and why it
requires such a degree of conspiracy: the kind that means “this is
between you and your grandmother, and you must never ask you
mother what it means.”
You realize that you cannot possibly belong to her when your
grandmother tells you that the woman in the painting has been
dead for twenty-eight years. Even at six, it made plain sense that
you could not belong to a woman that had died so long before you
were born.
But it did not make such plain sense that you had the same
luminous white skin, ocean-sized eyes, and violent red tresses as the
woman in the painting, while both your parents were dark in all
such categories. You shrug. You might have thought that you were
adopted had you known about such things as adoption.
Later, while your mother pulls a brush with soft bristles through
your coarse hair, wincing with sympathy as she comes to each
impossible knot, you will begin to theorize. Using the powers of
your six-year-old logic, you will determine that the only explanation
for your origin is that you must be from another planet.
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“Redheads are…descendants of demigods (Robbins).”
In your third grade classroom, your head stands out like
Dorothy’s ruby-red slippers amongst the browns or yellows of your
companions. You have long since asked your mother about the
origins of your red hair. “I drank vinegar while I was pregnant with
you,” she had responded.
Here, the brunettes and blonds tell you that really, your
mother drank blood while you were growing inside her stomach.
Feverishly, you deny this preposterous accusation, but later, when
they come to your ninth birthday party, they find a glass bottle of
tomato juice in the refrigerator that your mother had labeled “fresh
blood” as a joke to scare them. The screams upon this discovery
were said to be engage car alarms blocks away. They tore out of
your house, shuddering at so much as a glimmer of your reflection
in the rearview mirrors of their parents’ cars. No explanations were
permitted. Henceforth, you are known amongst the elementary
partyline as “Death Girl.” It is a nickname that follows you into
adulthood.

“Lunar nature is trying to get the bugs out…before it moves on to the
next stage of redheaded evolution (Robbins).”
In the sun, you perish; the chalky flesh of your body fevered to
match the fire-coils of your hair. You feel like an albino, barred
away from the beaches, and such things as summer days. In the
moon, your iridescent skin glows with an ethereal hue, more blue
than human.
Later, you will become dappled, almost jealous of the solid color
that the browns and yellows get after a few moments exposed to
ultraviolet rays. You will shrug, and think, “At least I won’t get
melanoma.”
Your allergies to the sun eventually coerce you into seclusion.
Tucking yourself between the “Classics” and “Mythology” aisles of
your library, you are the nut inside a walnut shell, a queen of infinite
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space. Your read to yourself in a voice as soft as the dust inside a
slip jacket, allowing the words to transcend the page, to solidify in
your mouth.
Having absorbed the pitiful of classics your village library has
to offer, you move like a river folding easily over itself into the
next section: Ancient History. It is here, surrounded by a moat of
books, that you learn the color of your roots. Foremothers burned
as witches. Held as slaves. The heads lopped off their bodies for
charms of luck. It is here you learn the myths of Ireland and the
Celts, from which red hair is said to come; and further, the Vikings;
and further, still, they cannot tell you of your origins.
But they can, and do, tell you that Jezebel and Judas were both
noted redheads. That Jezebel was a heathen, and a slut who painted
her face. That Judas was a liar who betrayed the one true savior.
You are notorious. You think, “Mary Magdalene was a whore,
and I don’t think she was a redhead.” The word “whore” is barely
tangible in your mind, hanging limply behind the conspiracy of
other, more neutral words. You wonder if a whore is anything like
the mysterious feather dancer.

“My guess would be that nature, under the impetus of the moon, is
trying to revolve another superior race (Robbins).”
Suddenly, your body and the moon have concocted a plot against
you, growing rich red petals in the soft crook of your thighs with
every passing light in the black cotton sky. Between your legs and
underneath your arms, shiny red nettles have begun to sprout.
Once spindly, smooth legs have grown full and long, marbled with
light yellow moss. Moon-pale flesh has grown even and firm, and
even that soft pudge of baby fat around your mouth has eased out
of your face. Your face has become narrower, and your have finally
grown into your nose, which is now a bone-carved shadow of what
it once was. And your hair! Your hair, falling perfectly uneven
over the new found bend in your hips, and caught a tidal wave of
crimson sparks, more vibrantly red than ever.
As you step into the corridor of your school with a blossoming
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feminine grace, you notice that several pairs of eyes are peeking
out at you from underneath baseball hatbrims, and over the rims of
sunglasses. These are the same pairs of eyes that once shut tightly
upon seeing a glimmer of your reflection in the rearview mirrors of
their parents’ cars so many years ago. You are curious.
It is not until your first study hall that you encounter the term
“flame crotch,” and learn that “flame crotches are vixens, and easy
to get into bed.” At least according to Nathan Tripp, the same boy
who, in elementary school, in the privacy of the “kissing tunnel”
during recess, was the first to tell you what a boner was. You wonder
if you are, indeed, a member of this elite group of “flame crotches,”
and if so, whether or not you are consequently easy to get into bed.

“But where do we present-day, earthbound redheads fit in (Robbins)?”
“I heard that redheads taste the sweetest.” He says this as he
takes the sat across from you in the coffee shop. “Is this true?”
Having heard this once too often, you are not impressed. The folds
of the newspaper you are holding crinkle under your whitening
fingers, and you hope that this stranger has also heard the one
about redheads and violent tempers. You quote Sylvia Plath in a
voice as soft as the dust inside a slip cover, “I shall rise with my red
hair, and I eat men like air.” You add, “Careful.”
He avoids this, doubtless it went undetected through the confines
of his tiny head which he cocks to one side and asks, “So are you
shy?” You are indignant, but you are definitely not shy. Thinking
to dismiss him, you answer without looking up, “No.”
The stranger crawls in beside you in the booth, unzips his pants,
and exposes you to three titanium prongs hooked through the
greyed flesh of his limp penis. You think, “If this is him coming on
to me, he is falling pitifully short.”
He says, “We should have sex because I can give you an abortion
while we do it.” A wave of nausea steals through your abdomen.
Rising, it burns your esophagus. Your ocean-sized eyes begin to
water. Without hesitation, you hook your fingers around the rim of
the table, pull yourself quickly over it, and glide to the floor. As you
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walk away, he shouts: “You’re probably not even a real redhead.”
You decide you are definitely not going to prove to him that you
are, and cross the room without looking back.
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Contributors’ Notes,
Katie Baum is a third-year creative writing major hailing from
Buxton, Maine. She has been having secret love affair with Venice,
Italy since they met in May 2005. Katie likes wandering in the woods
with a GPS for hours on end, though she struggles to find others to
go out with her. She hopes someday to have a dog named Salsa.
Andrea Bechen migrated to Maine by foot with a rucksack two years
ago and hasn’t left since. She is a junior Creative Writing major and
enjoys being barefoot, gay sea turtles, the semi-colon tattooed on
her wrist, and picking daisies to sauté for a healthy meal option.
Mattie Bowden was raised on the coast of Maine. She was selfpublished at the age of six. Her book, My Mouse Friends contains
full-color illustrations and has a limited edition, adhesive vinyl dust
jacket. It would probably go for about a buck-fifty on eBay. Mattie is
currently a senior at the University of Maine at Farmington.
Christopher Clark grew up in southern California and Oklahoma,
and is a third-year Creative Writing major at UMF. Christopher can
listen very closely to sounds and is fascinated by marine mammals
and rural domestic abuse. He will probably be Poet Laureate of the
world someday.
Michael Delaney was born and raised in Maine. At an early age,
Michael began to wander. And then, because he grew, his wandering
turned into meandering. Michael is currently a senior at UMF and a
firm believer in long, slow, deep, wet kisses.
James E. Doucette, UMF graduate, was born and raised in NH by
Kate Russell, and later by Vikings. He has long hair and he’s moody.
He has tattoos on the inside, and undiscovered diseases riddle his
body. He is also a liar and has pledged to write fiction from a new
animal’s perspective every week until his death. Prepubescent loons
are his passion; killing them is his obsession. He’s considered armed
but not dangerous.
Aaron Flye, hailing from Readfield, ME, has been a senior for two
years as he works to complete his BFA in Creative Writing and BA
in Philosphy/Religion. Although interested in screenwriting, Aaron
hopes to someday have a big white beard like Ernest Hemingway.
Dani LeBlanc grew up on an island in the middle of the pacific
where she was nourished by the gentle undulation of ocean waves
and a steady diet of coconuts. Unlike Leopold Bloom, fried kidneys
are not ‘her thing’ but much like Cummings, parentheses are. Dani
can rarely be seen outside of Farmington because, as she puts it,
“the company is just too damn good.”
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Danielle Lemoi currently lives in Scituate, Rhode Island, but has
lived many places. She is a third-year Environmental Science major
who has been wandering into the woods since she could walk. She
loves volleyball, the outdoors, and anything to do with science.
Amalia Marenberg is from Farmington, Maine.
Biology graduate.

She is a UMF

Elizabeth Montville grew up in a sleepy little town on Cape Cod
called Bourne. She is senior at UMF, doubling in Creative Writing
and Secondary Education English (she has a touch of masochism).
Someday she hopes to be wealthy enough to be a famed eccentric,
as everyone knows the only difference between ‘odd’ and ‘eccentric’
is a large estate and a penchant for sports on horseback.
Mark Rice was born in Beverly, MA. He is a senior Creative Writing
and English major at UMF. He likes to make forts and lives by the
belief that something special happens when you gather all of the
sheets and blankets and cardboard boxes in the living room. Mark
wishes that people would play board games with him more often.
Jennifer Reid is the Associate Professor of Religion UMF.
Kate Russell is from a northeastern Maine town of 743 residents. She
graduated from UMF with a BFA in Creative Writing and English,
and is now working on her MFA in Fiction at Indiana University.
Often called “quietly authoritative,” Kate hopes to enter into a selfdestructive relationship with a famous author before age twentyfive, but if it doesn’t work out, she’ll settle for James E. Doucette.
Katie Swallow is from Seekonk, MA. She is a third year Creative
Writing major at UMF. She enjoys Newman’s Own Organic Mild
Salsa, hula hoops, and inspirational country music.
Sean Thomas, UMF graduate of Creative Writing and English, is
living Madagascar. He does not like contributors’ notes, though he
would like people to be aware that Africa is not a country.
Emily Wittenhagen is a UMF graduate who majored in Creative
Writing and minored in French. She is from Danvers, Massachusetts.
She once happened to go to what was supposedly voted “the best loo
in London” but she didn’t see what the big deal was, so this doesn’t
make her cooler than you or anything. It’s on Great Portland Street
if you’re interested in seeing it for yourself.
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